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TOME ANP FATHER J. B. R.
By FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS*

miles south of Albuquerque, is a small
. town twenty-five
T
and today many, hearing its name but rarely, cannot remember its location. To the newcomer, it appears so
OME,

uncentralized that the lines separating it from its northern
neighbors, Valencia and San Fernando (where the little
schoolhouse jokingly used to be known as "the University of
San Fernando"), are difficult to see. Boundaries marking it
from its southern neighbors, Adelino and La Constancia, are
equally indistinct. But it is one of the oldest towns of New
. Mexico and was formerly a seat of control and influence.
The seed of Tome was the rancho of Thome Dominguez
de Mendoza (the form of whose first name leads one to
suspect Portuguese ancestry), "a prominent rancher in the
Isleta district ... who had been Manso's lieutenant-governor
and captain-general" in the middle of the 17th century.' He
served as alcalde mayor of the Isleta area until dismissed by
Governor Lopez because of his sympa:thies with the ecclesiastical faction. Throughout his life he was prominent in
politics of church and state, testified before the Inquisition
concerning Isleta's kivasand katcinas, and served as interim
governor between the departure of Pefialosa and the arrival
* Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of New Mexico;
1. France Scholes, Troublous Times in New Mexico p, 40: Testimony of. Tome
Dominguez de Mendoza, May 21, 1661'JTomo 593, expo I, EI Fiscal de Santo Officio
contra Bernardo Lopez de Mendisabal, Gooernador de Nuevo Mexico en el delecto de
Juduisnw, 1659-1662; R, E. Twitchell, Spanish Archives of New Mexico, I, p. I, Archive 1; Jessie B. Bailey, Diego de Vargas and the Reconquest of New Mexico, 16921704, p, 32 and Footnote 56. J. Manuel Espinosa, First Expedition of Vargas Into New
Mexico, 1692, 1940, pp. 66-67.
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of Juan de Miranda. In the junta (1680) which debated the
advisability of an effort at quick re-conquest of New Mexico
after the general exodus forced by the Pueblo Rebellion,
Capt, Dominguez spoke to advise immediate return but Gov.
Otermin and his staff cautiously chose to delay.
Apparently neither Thome Dominguez nor his two grown
sons (mentioned in the formerly existent notebook of Jesus
C. Sanchez who took the land grant claim of the Tome people
to the U. S. Court) ever returned to New Mexico. But relatives of some of the present families of Tome and vicinity
were among the 17th century settlers who made the forced
march to EI Paso with Otermin and his lieutenant, Alonso
Garcia of the Rio Abajo, and there-entrance with De Vargas
over a decade later. One family still carefully cherishes a
small bulto of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, said to have
been carried south by fleeing ancestors and brought back
upon their return.
When Diego de Vargas came up the valley in 1692 he
complained that the road in the area of the Thome Dominguez ranch-which had been ruined by Indian depredation
or by mere abandonment-was so heavy with sand that he
had to send pack animals back to take enough load off the
wagons so that they could be brought through. This ranch
seems to have been that later built upon by members of the
Madarriaga household, relatives of the Bishop of Durango
.(one of the men served as priest in the Tome area), about
one-third mile toward the river from the base of Cerro de
Tome. The site, known by people of the area as the oldest
there, was many times inundated by river floods and only
ruins remain today. From here it is about six and a half miles
to Valencia. De Vargas mentions progressing two leagues
from the rancho and stopping within sight of the abandoned
rancho of Valencia where "the sacrament of penitence,"
which some interpret as flagellation, was administered to
the soldiers.
The date of the founding of Tome as a town is variously
given. Local church records go back only to 1809 but villagers say that priests lived or visited in the village before this.
Some say the church of today was built in 1701, but the alter-
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nate date of 1746 seems the more probable. Father Ralliere's
notes state that it was blessed in 1750. The grant to the Town
of Tome is dated 1739. It seems that a previous grant of the
area had been made but not accepted. The text of the original
application offers something of a picture of the period and
suggests the beginning of congestion in Albuquerque!

-.. ..

Sir" Senior Justice:-All the undersigned appear before you,
and all and jointly, and each one for himself, state, that in
order that his excellency the governor. may be pleased to
donate tothem the land called Thome Dominguez, granted to
those who first solicited the same, and who declined settling
thereon, we therefore ask thatthe land be granted to us; we
therefore pray you to be pleased [eaten by mice] at that time
[eaten by mice] said settlers, we being disposed to settle upon
the same within the time prescribed by law; we pray you to
be pleased to give us the grant which you have caused to be
returned, as you are aware that our petition is founded upon
necessity and justice, our present condition being very limited,
with scarcity of. wood, pasture for our stock, and unable to
extend our cultivation and raising of stock in this Town of
Alburquerque on account of the many foot-paths encroaching
upon us, and not permitted to reap the benefits of what we
raise, and, in a measure, not even our crops on account of a
scarcity of water, and with most of us our lands are of little"
extent and much confined, etc.

The men who signed the application were Juan Barela,
Jose Salas, Juan Ballejos, Manuel Carillo, Juan Montano,
Domingo Sedillo, Mitias Romero, Bernardo Ballejo, Gregorio Jaramillo, Francisco Sanches, Pedro Romero, Felipe
Barela, Lugardo Ballejos, Agustin Gallegos, Alonzo Perea,
Tomas Samorra, Nicolas Garcia, Ignacio Baca, Salvador
Manuel, Francisco Silva, Francisco Rivera, Juan Antonio
Zamora, Miguel Lucero, Joachim Sedillo, Simon Samorra,
Xptobal Gallehos, Juan Ballejos, grande, Jacinto Barela, and
Diego Gonzales. The surnames we recognize in those of Tome
residents today.
The petition was presented to Juan Gonzales Bas, chief
alcalde of Albuquerque, and referred by him to the Governor
and Captain General, Don Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, who
2.

Twitchell, The Spanish Archives, I, p. 285, Archive No. 956; New Me.,ico Re-

ports, No. 16, 1911 (from Jan. 1, 1911, to Jan. 15, 1912) Paul A. F. Walter, reporter.
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made the grant. Possession was given on July 30, 1739, by
Don Juan Gonzales Bas, "the boundaries being :" on the west
the Rio del Norte; on the south the place commonly called
'Los Tres Alamos'; on the east the main ridge of the Sandia
Mountains, and on the north the point of the Cienega at the
hill called Thome Dominguez." The formality of the settlers'
taking possession was seen to by the alcalde in person :

'-

In the new settlement of Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion de
Thome Dominguez ... on the thirtieth day of the month of
July, in the year one thousand seven hundred and thirty-nine.
I, Captain Juan Gonzales Baz, Senior Justice and War Captain
of the town of San Phelipe de 'Albuquerque, and the districts
within its jurisdiction, by virtue of the decree issued and above
provided by said Governor, the Royal possession ordered to be
given being published and promulgated, and the parties concerned being together, I proceeded to the above mentioned
place, and all being present, I notified them of the decree, I
took them by the hand, walked with them over the land, they
cried out, pulled up weeds, threw stones as required by law;
and having placed the new settlers in possession of said lands,
I gave them the title and vocation they should have in the
settlement, which bears the name aforementioned of 'Nuestra
Senora de la Concepcion de Thome Doininguez' whose titular
feast they promised to observe and celebrate every year; and
the first proceedings having been noted, I proceeded to establish the boundaries, as contained in the first petition . . . at
'which principal boundaries I ordered them to perpetuate their
existence with permanent landmarks, pointing out to them also
as a means of good economy their common pastures, water,
and watering places, and uses and customs for all, to be used
without any dispute, with the condition that each one is to use
the same, without dispute, in equal portions, the richest as
well as the poorest; and by virtue of what has been ordered,
I pronounce this Royal possession as sufficient title for themselves, their children, heirs, and successors, to hold their lands,
now and forever, at their will, directing them, as I do direct
them to settle the same within the time prescribed by the
Royal Ordinances, and for their greater quieter peace, tranquility, and harmony, I proceeded to point out the land each
family should cultivate, each one receiving, in length, a sufficient quantity to plant one fanega of corn, two of wheat,
garden and house plot ....

3. Ibid" and unpublished translation of remainder of Archive 956. filed in Library
of the Museum of New Mexico; Walter, op, cit.
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The alcalde proceeds to list the boundaries for each
family's land, in terms of the plots of neighbors. In a note
appended to the text of the grant he comments that the place
is very damp and in danger of being inundated again, a true
prophecy of floods to come in terms of others already known.
He mentions a square of thirty varas on which houses are to
be built, and on the east side, where the square is not whole,
a church and a dwelling for the Father Minister is to be
erected. Thus is defined for the first time the plaza of Tome.
Bishop Tamaron, visiting in 1760, mentions the Tome
church as 33 varas long by 8 wide, with a transept and three
altars. There was a priest's house, although Tome had
been a visita of Albuquerque to that date. Tamaroa
ordered a friar assigned to Tome, thus separating it from
Albuquerque.'
In the 18th century Tome grew and became importantra dispersed settlement of ranchers and farmers but tied to
the little plaza with its new church and courthouse. The
patron saint, Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion Immaculada,
was subject of one of the concepts most emphasized by the
Franciscans. The lives and doctrines of churchmen and politicians became the themes of adventure as well as of leadership in the ever-growing community.
.The populations of the area included not only Spanish
people and castos (half breeds) but also Genizeros de diversos Naciones-non-Pueblo Indians who had been captured by other tribes and subsequently liberated by the
Spaniards. Fray Bernal," stationed in Belen, across the river,
counted 1403 persons under his' religious supervision, 36
families (including the Genizeros) residing in Belen and 416
Spanish and half breed families in fourteen other, "plazas"
or towns, one of which was Tome. The term "Genizero" or
"Genizaro" is recognized in the Tome area today but rarely
is used because of unpleasant connotations. Its local defini4.

"Bishop Tamaron's Visitation of New Mexico, 1760," edited by Eleanor B.

Adams, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW. Vol. XXVIII, No.3, 1953, p. 2015. Manuscritos para la. Historia de Nuevo Mexico, Leaaio 10, no. 70. Estado
actual de las misiones de esta Provincia del Nuevo Mexico perteneciente a 18 custodia
de 1& conversion de San Pablo, que al cargo de la Provincia del Santo Evangelico de la
Ciudad de Mexico. Ana de 1794.

_\
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tion referring to "one born into the household from an
Indian mother, usually called a criada, indicates confusion
with the old term "casto" probably as a result of some intermingling of Genizeros, castos, Pueblos and Spaniards. A
criada was any servant brought up within the family (often
the illegitimate child of an Indian woman slave) or living
with the family. In many cases they were treated with
unusual consideration because of long association and even
possible family ties. Some of the criadas and some of the
Spanish worker's wives served as chichiwas, a combination
of the modern "baby sitter" and the old style wet nurse. Such
a woman had to be healthy and devoted to the family, which
loved her in turn and fed her very well on meat and atole.
Many of the early Spanish families in the Tome area had
Indian slaves. It was the custom for members of wealthy
families to put their funds together to purchase an Indian
girl to be given as a maid servant to a new bride. if the Indian woman was of middle age, the gift was less than that
of a young woman because of her strength. But if the slave
was of twenty to twenty-five years, considered to be best,
often by the time a young wife's first child was two or three
months old the slave girl herself was discovered to be pregnant-and by the same man. The child of the slave was free
and raised in an atmosphere which usually was healthy and
happy. The child always was baptized" and frequently with
the name of the actual father, although sometimes arrangements were made to marry the mother to one of the workers
on the estate. Such couples usually settled to a happy life,
but some stigma attached to the children. The phrase "You
were born under a basket" was common. The term Genizero
was associated with .this idea, although not always justly,
and with the idea of a person, being a semi-slave, low in
class and without ability. Today some of the young people
best in athletics and best in making an impression upon the
girls (it is said!) are those with some portion of Indian blood
-but they are not publicly referred to as Genizeros.
6. One must beware the term "illegitimate" in some of the old church records.. In
Tome, where the number recorded is astonishing, Bishop Lamy appended a marginal
note stating that for some period the records were written by someone who did not
have & good command of the Spanish language and in many cases set down the. word
"Illegitimate" to mean "Legttimate? !
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Some of the Indian criadas were from the Pueblos but
in Tome and Valencia there were no less than five and possibly as many as eight Navajo girls who had been captured
or kidnapped in planned raids on Navajo camps. In retaliation for these thefts, the-Navajos ventured into the valley
to drive off flocks of sheep and goats and numerous milk
cows. At least in one specific case they took captive a Spanish boy from Valencia, but the escape of the youth was
arranged by another Navajo who took him back to town
upon his own horse.
In the Dominguez report ("The Missions of New Mexico,
1776" Eleanor Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez, ms. in
preparation for publication by University of New Mexico
Press) is recorded a flood in which (1769) the Rio Grande
changed its course and wrought terrific destruction upon the
houses and lands of Tome. There are vague local accounts of
18th century floods and of Comanche raids, including that
'(1777) said to have been brought about by the failure of a
Spanish family to marry its daughter to the son of a Comanche chief, as promised." When the Indians discovered
that she was married to a young Spaniard, they opened battle
and fired the church. Survivors said a few thankful prayers
for deliverance and set themselves to repair the walls, as was
to be the case so many times subsequently when floods weakened or broke them. At present only the area around the
entrance and that of the altar and north chapel represent the
original structure.
In 1780 the first government "Palacio" or courthouse was
badly damaged by a flood but repaired by villagers. It was
located west of the church, across the plaza ; the remnants of
the mound of adobe which represented its final fall were
cleared away by tractors making a field but a few years ago.
'Tome's best preserved relics of this century are a five foot
Sangre de Cristo, a Virgin of the Immaculate Conception,
and the fine oil paintings showing the apostles and doctors
7. This is a surprising parallel to the Taos legend of a broken promise when an
infant daughter promised as wife to a Comanche chief grew up and refused the marriage~ only to bring about her own capture and annihilation of all "her people. In
Albuquerque, 1947, Erna Fergusson quotes old records of the church of San Felipe de
Neri in Old Albuquerque as recording twenty one burials of Tome residents after this
raid. (P. 61).
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of the Church, hung high on the walls of the nave of the
church. The crucifix and virgin were carved about 1790 by
Antonio Silva, a young man trained in painting and wood
carving in Portugal, before he came to settle in Tome. The
crucifix still is carried in the arms of the leader of the procession which moves from the church around the plaza on
the evening of Holy Wednesday after the Tinieblas service.'
which opens Holy Week devotions, and the Virgin, favorite
in the village, appears in many ceremonies. A similar crucifix by Silva formerly hung in the Valencia church but was so
admired by Archbishop Gerken that he took it to Santa Fe
to adorn the altar of his favorite project, the church of Cristo
Rey, in which the reredos is the famous stone piece originally
made for the Military Chapel on the Santa Fe plaza. Silva's
descendants still live near Tome, where members of the
young generation, turning their interests toward music, have
a popular dance orchestra.
In 1827, five years after the two and a quarter centuries
Of rule by Spanish monarchy had come to an end, the census
of New Mexico showed a population of 43,433. 8 Scattered
small private schools existed in Santa Fe, Taos, and elsewhere, but few other than the wealthy who sent their sons
to universities in Europe, Mexico, or the United States, had
opportunity for education. Reading matter was almost as
rare as the ability to read. Tome, with a total population
of 2043, including 397 farmers, 56 craftsmen, seven miners,
101 day laborers and one priest, had a single schoolteacher,
who presided over a school for boys and girls. This population was above that of any neighboringtowns- and not far
below that of Albuquerque.
In 1823 Tome handled the technicalities of making the
Casa Colorado Land Grant, just to the south of its own area.
"The Town of Tome was a regularly organized Villa, had its
ayuntamiento and other officers prior to the change from
Spanish to Mexican sovereignty and later it had a 'Sala
Capitular.' "9
8. Three New Mexico Chroniele«, Translated with Introduction and Notes by H.
Bailey Carrol, J. Villasana Haggard. 1942, p. 89. (Quivira Society Publications).
9. Twitchell, op. cit., p. 343, 344, Archive 1148.
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In 1826 some families which had settled in the Manzano
area, across the mountains, addressed a petition to "The Corporation of the Jurisdiction of Tome" for an acreage of land,
agricultural and wooded, to be held in common as a grant. In
182310 a decree had ordered inhabitants of outlying mountains and valleys liable to Indian attacks to gather into
settlements. This referred particularly to the people of the
Manzano mountains, who were subject to troubles from
both Apaches and Comanches. By 1847 a fort had been built
by the settlers at Manzano but some were seeking safer territory. Since the village and the grant of Manzano were in
the jurisdiction of Tome, officers of the latter were ordered
to prevent utter abandonment of the area by insisting that
families who moved off the grant, leaving no representative,
should thereby forfeit their rights and the land be divided
among those remaining.
By 1846 Valencia county, of which Tome was the seat,
was by far the largest in New Mexico; its southern limit was
quite without definition!'!
One who has been credited with giving aid to the Americans in this period is Dona Tules, who warned the officersamong whom she was a great favorite--of the conspiracy
planned for December, 1846. 13 She first appears as a young
woman in Valencia, Gertrudes Barcelo, who apparently came
from Spain or from Mexico with a brother, a sister, and a
widowed mothe"r::·Gertrudes was married in the Tome church
to Manuel Antonio Sisneros on June 20, 1823. That both
bride and groom were of upper class families is intimated by
the use of "Don" and "Dona" before their names in the
10._ Ibid.
11. oia Government map of 1846 drawn by order of Gen. Kearny, illustrated by
John S. Vaughn, History and Government of New Mexico, 1931.
13. R. E. Twitchell, Old Santa Fe. 1925, p, 338; Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the
Prairies, Reprint Edition, 1933, p. 157; Susan S. Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail
and Into Mexico, The Diary of Susan Shelby Mauoffin, 181,6-18J,7, edited by Stella M.
Drumm, 1926, pp. 119-121; Fray Angelico Chavez, "Dona Tules, Her Fame and Her
Funeral," El Palacio, Vol. 57. No.8, 1950, PP. 227-234. Reports that Dona Tules Was
from Taos are in error; church records conclusively locat~ her in 'I'ome. in the early
years and the family name still is remembered there. The name, Barcelo, is rare in
New Mexico. It is thought that Manuel Sanchez y Barcel6, who recently died in Manzano, came from the Tome area; he may be the descendant of Dona Tules' brother. The
private chapel which preceded the church in Valencia belonged to the Sanchez family,
united by marriage to that of Barcel6.

\
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church register. She bore two sons who were baptised in the
Tome church (1823 and 1825) and moved to Santa Fewhere
her mother then was living. There, later and apparently as
a widow, she became the famed Dona Tules (diminutive of
Gertrudes), successful proprietor of the elegant gambling
establishment which figured in Gregg's and Susan Magoffin's
accounts of early Santa Fe. That her personal reputation was
grossly exaggerated by these "Puritanical" observers of
different cultural background has been pointed out by Fray
Chavez. When Col. D. D. Mitchell found himself without the
$1000 necessary to purchase supplies for his men so that they
might make the communications ordered with Gen. J. E.
Wool in Chihuahua, she advanced the money. Certainly she
wielded influence in the social and political sphere of native
Santa Fe. In an area where most women were expected to
confine their associations and interests largely to home and
family, Dona Tules must have been one of the most outstanding figures of her sex, and we can regret lack of more
detail concerning her life and activities.
During the Mexican period Tome had been one of the
two post offices in New Mexico, but service was irregular.P
Under the new government, Tome once again had a regular
mail service. The first mail carrier was a Don Juan Jose
Sedillo, whose venerable head led to his frequently being compared to San Jose. He is said to have experienced a visit to
Heaven once himself, when he died temporarily. He said that
he saw St. Joseph and Mary, the Virgin. He spoke to St.
Peter, but did not see Jesus. St. Peter told him "I do not want
you here yet, but. later." After this the man returned to consciousness and lived for several years, though always quietly.
The villagers say that immediately after death, a person's
heart may be dead but his soul lingers for a while. He still
retains the will to live, and may return to life two or three
hours later, as several in Tome have done. It is a crime, say
they, when a person is pronounced dead and is removed by
the undertaker before twenty-four hours have passed. One
man who had suffered several heart attacks but recovered
each time, finally so frightened his wife by giving her his
12.

J. A. De Escudero, Noticias Estadisticas del Estado de Chihuahua, 1834, p. 177.
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bunch of keys in such an attack that she became convinced
the end had come. She dashed to .the house of a neighbor in
fright, and the neighbor promptly called the undertaker. The
wife, on second thought, tried to send that functionary away
but found herself powerless to prevent his removing her husband's body. The people still suspect that his death was due
not to the heart attack but to the undertaker, and all semblance of hurry in such circumstances now is avoided with
utmost care.
In the 19th century, one of New Mexico's paramount
problems was scarcity of churchmen. The Bishop of Durango.>' as Pedro Bautista Pino lamented in 1811 before his
trip to Spain to beg a separate diocese, had in his charge
twenty-six Indian settlements and 102 plazas (towns) in
New Mexico as well as the greater population within his
nearer territory.
Thinking to make the villa churches of New Mexico self
supporting parishes, the Bishop had pushed secularization." But one man could not well handle the burden of
supervision over all the territory for which he was responsible. When secular priests were put into the Spanish settlements in 1801, the Bishop created the office of vicar foraneo
and ecclesiastical governor, to be filled by a personal representative in Santa Fe. 16 The scheme of attenuated authority,
never successful, was further strained when the Indian missions also were secularized in 1825. By 1831 many parishes
were vacant, with but six ecclesiastical priests and three
Franciscans in the area. The position of Bishop of Durango
itself was unfilled for some time, but when in 1832 Bishop
Zubiria was installed, he at once appointed a new vicar for
New Mexico, Juan Felipe Ortiz. The latter in turn gave powers of confirmation to the priests of Taos and Tome. For the
seventy years following the visit of 'I'amaron in 1760, no
Bishop set foot in New Mexico, but in 1833, 1845, and 1850
Bishop Zubiria made visits to the territory (stopping in
14. Three New Mexico Chronicles, PP. 50-55; Louis H. Warner, Archbishop Lamy,
1936, PP. 43-67.
15. .Reginald Fisher, "Notes on the Relation of the Franciscans to the Peniterites,"
El Palacio. Vol. XLVIII, No. 12, 1941, pp, 263-271.
16. Warner, op, cit.
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Tome, as the villagers still recount), and Ortiz remained in
office until after Bishop Lamy had been installed in Santa Fe
in 1851.
The present inhabitants of Tome can name seven priests
who served their parish for several years apiece before the
American period: Padres Sanchez, Madarriaga, Lucero,
Ortiz, Cabeza de Vaca, Montano, and Carlos Brun. Father
Antonio Jose Martinez, later to become the famed figure of
Bishop Lamy's disapproval and excommunication (after
defying the Bishop's edicts and, with two others of the
clergy, leading an opposition to him) as well as one of the
most ardent protagonists for books and education in early
New Mexico.t" signed the baptismal record of a child in
Tome in 1823. This was his first pastorate in New Mexico"
following ten months of service in Durango, Mexico, after
his ordination there. Before a year had passed he was in
Abiquiu, his boyhood home, whence he moved on to Taos.
During the "secular interlude" (1790-1850) the religious
society of Nuestros Hermanos Penitentes became very important in the religious expression of New Mexico.!" The classical explanation of the origin of the Penitente cult here has
referred back to personal flagellation by Onate and to Benavides' mention of processions of persons flagellating themselves in Santa Fe. Fray Chavez recently has presented the
theory that the society as such was brought into New Mexico
. from Spain, perhaps via old Mexico, but slightly before
Bishop Zubiria discovered it in Santa Cruz in 1833.20
Although condemned by the Pope as fanatical in 1349,
flagellation movements had flared. up periodically in Europe,
especially in times of stress. The practice reached Spain at
the end of the 14th century and was encouraged by the
Jesuits wherever they evangelized in the 17th and 18th centuries. Havelock Ellis speaks of the admiration of the girls
for men in Spain who took part in this Good Friday observ,17. Three New Mexico Chronicles, p. 60. ~
18. Warner. op. cit., P. 70.
19. Fisher, 01}. cit.
20. Fray Alonso Benavides Revised Memorial af 1694. Frederick Webb Hodge.
Geo. P. Hammond. Agapito Rey, Coronado Quartocentennial Publications. Vol. IV.
1946. p. 66; Fray Angelico Chavez, "The Penitentes of New Mexico," NEW M!'lXIr()
HISTORICAL REVIEW, April, 1964.
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ance and quotes a description of earlier references to the
young men scourging themselves in the streets during Holy
Week with intent to impress their sweethearts with pity and
admiration. We note with interest that flagellation also took
place among the Islamites during the great Moorish festival
in June. 21
In New Mexico, while churchmen were few, the Penitentes did their best to carry on celebration of saints' days
and holy days with velorios, meetings of prayer and song.
They buried the dead, gave aid to the bereaved family, acted
as a strong influence toward propriety of behavior as prescribed by the church (miscreants were purged from the
society) and eased their consciences of sin by personal flagellation, usually as a part of Easter processions, in which
Christ's march to Calvary was being represented aijl a part
of the old mystery play, La Pasion:
Gregg wrote in 1844:
La Semoma Santa, or Passion Week, is perhaps the period
when the religious feeling ... is most fully excited: Viernes'
Santo (Good Friday), especially, is observed with great pomp
and splendor. An Image of Christ, large as life, nailed to a
wooden cross, is paraded through the streets, in the midst of
an immense procession, accompanied by a glittering array of
carved images, representing the Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalene, and several others; while the most notorious personages '
of antiquity, who figured at that great era of the WorId's
history.s--tbe centurian with a band of guards, armed with
lances, and apparelled in the costume supposed to have been
worn in those days,-may be seen bestriding splendidly caparisoned horses, -in the breathing reality of flesh and blood .... I
'once chanced to be in the town of Tome on Good Friday, when
my attention was arrested by a man almost naked, bearing, in
imitation of Simon, a huge cross upon his shoulders, which,
though constructed of the lightest wood, must have weighed
over a hundred pounds. The long end dragged upon the
ground, as we have seen it represented in sacred pictures, and
about the middle swung a stone of immense dimensions, appended there for- the purpose of making the task more laborious. Not far behind followed another equally destitute of
clothing, while his whole body wrapped in chains and cords,
which seemed buried in the muscles, and which so cramped
21.

Havelock Ellis, The Soul of Spain, 1924.
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and confined him that he was scarcely able to keep pace with
the procession. The person who brought up the rear ... walked
along with a patient and composed step, while another
followed close behind belaboring him lustily with a whip .•.
but as the lash was pointed only with a tuft of untwisted seagrass, its application merely served to keep open the wounds
upon the penitent's back, which had been scarified, as I was
informed, with the keen edge of a flint, and was bleeding most
profusely. The blood was kept in perpetual flow by the stimulating juice of certain herbs, carried by a third person, into
which the scourger frequently dipped his lash. 22

Apparently unaware of Zubiria's explicit edict against
New Mexican Penitentes and recognizing that the few
clergymen of the territory could not manage to extend their
services into all the towns and hamlets, in spite of their
custom of living here and there with relatives and spending
much of their time in travel, Spanish and Mexican priestslike Father Martinez-were supporters of the Penitentes.
Bishop Lamy, product of a different school of thought and
following the edicts of Pope Leo XIII in the later 19th century, was not.
Bishop Lamy admitted that he was taken aback by the
condition of thechurch and the people when he arrived in
New Mexico; neither he nor the French priests and seminarians whom he later brought into the territory had experienced Spanish frontier life and culture and perhaps did not
see its virtues quite as soon as they discovered the sorry
parts. And it is hardly surprising that the Mexican clergy-and some of the other patriots-resented the imposition of
new authority and the direct criticisms, as well as those implied by Bishop Lamy's importations of French religious for
their churches. France and the United States, both, had been
looked upon as competitors and enemies by Mexico and Spain.
The French priests started ata disadvantage in New Mexico. Among conditions so personally trying and parishioners more inclined by the times to quick suspicion than to
trusting acceptance, the success of one of these men in a
Spanish-American town points to integrity and long perseverance which went beyond frustrations and the occasional
22.

Gregg, op, cit., pp. 169-171.
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flare of irritation. Padre John Baptist Ralliere was such a
man. Brought from France as a deacon and ordained in
Santa Fe about a month later, he served Tome and the
adjoining area for fifty-three years and remained in the
little town in illness and retirement for the last four years
of his 'life. From 1858 to 1911, his years of activity, the story
of Tome almost can be said to be the story of Father Ralliere,
and his influence never has been lost.
When Father Ralliere, thirty years old and filled with
energy, drove his buckboard into Tome on June 13, 1858, he
saw a plaza grown up with old cottonwoods, the church with
its yard full of white wooden crosses marking the northeast
corner, and the other sides outlined with walled adobe houses
and their equally walled corrals, vineyards, and gardens. The
Tome Grant extended from the volcanic cone, Cerro de
Tome, to "Los Tres Alamos," the latter marker later being
changed to the more easily located Cerro Turututu, twenty
miles south. East and west-as was the custom of the daythe grant ran from the crest of the Mailzanos to the middle
of the Rio Grande, a distance of about twenty miles. The
settlers farmed the lowland area and used the higher ground
as land for cattle and sheep and a source of firewood. Springs
-Ojoelos (the largest), Ojo de Alamita, and Ojo de los
Barrendos, running from north to south-brought water out
along a fault line at the edge of the foothills. Cattle and sheep
drank at the springs and the acequiacita (little acequia) carried water from the foothills to drinking "tanks" for the
animals far out on the plain. Sheepherders, camping near
the springs, often buried in a high-growing patch of sunflowers a few seeds of the watermelons they enjoyed so that
when they returned the next season melons would be awaiting them, almost as if by a miracle. In the 19th century the.
farm lands used by individual families were officially put
into their specific ownership and some, when the Anglos
began to come in after American occupation in 1846,
promptly were sold to the newcomers.
Other persons merely settled where they wished without
rights from purchase or even from permission. Some of these
were Anglos and some Spanish Americans, the best known
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being J. F. Chavez of Peralta (Colonel in the American
Army and affectionately known as Don Francisco, el. Coronel), whose house and big cattle corrals were just to the
south of the waterhole at Las Ojoelas. Allsquatters eventually were dispossessed and the lands fenced from ·lawless
marauders who for years delighted in killing cattle and in
shooting holes into the metal water tank set up at the site of
a deep well originally drilled by a "wildcatter" for oil but
purchased by the grantees for water. To obtain funds to
settle these long-troublesome problems, the east section of
the grant, to the base of the mountains, was sold. Some of
the money remaining after the lawsuits were concluded purchased fencing and gates; the rest was carefully invested in
bonds to be available for future need. The desire of the people
still is to keep the old communal land intact for benefit of
descendants of the original settlers; a case in court to this
effect has been rested recently, at advice of the attorney
representing Tome, with the judge favorable to the cause of
the people.
Much of the land close to the river was vega, sod grown
bottomlands which could be cut into terrones, the favorite
building block of this area even today. The best cutter of
terrones, according to local tradition, lived at La Constancia,
southernmost settlement of the Grant; he is said to have
marked out with a taut string and cut with a spade 1000
terrones per day, about 400 more than any now claims. Volcanic boulders were hauled from Cerro de Tome to form the
low foundation used on all houses to protect the sod and clay
walls from ground dampness and floods, but the water which
periodically overflowed the banks of the Rio Grande made
re-building and repairing frequently necessary all through
the low farm area.
La Constancia consisted of a group of farms located close
to the old ferry across the Rio Grande; later a bridgewas
built but the river banks were so low that it soon washed out.
Eventually it was replaced by that which now carries Highway 60 across. the river just beyond the southern boundary
of the Grant. In the jovial joking customary to the early
days, amusing nicknames frequently were applied to families
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and to areas: this near the river long was known as La Bolsa
(Place of the Pocket-sized People) or Las Terenates (Place
of the Tadpoles) in honor of a family whose stature averaged shorter than that of their neighbors. The Tadpoles
themselves were known for health, hard work, and old fash-'
ioned customs. Before childbirth, they explained, a woman
should eat only atole and steer meat, and her lying-in period
should be of as many days as that of the Mother of Christ.
One farmer, shaking his head over the frequent trips his
friends in other villages made to the doctor, insisted that his
own secret for a robust life was summed up in "El noche es
por dormir, y el dia pa' descansar"-but his farm was among
the finest of the area.
The more dignified name of La Constancia is said to have
referred to the constant turning of the wheel of, the Otero
mill, which ground flour for all the area. This mill was supplied with water from an extension of the fifteen mile irrigation ditch, constructed by all the east river communities
working togetlier ; the water after falling twenty feet onto
a bed of volcanic boulders spread out over the fields and' an
orchard below.
All irrigation ditches were under supervision of an annually selected mayordomo, chosen at a"public meeting for his
worth to the community but deriving no pay for his labors.
Each plot of land was considered to be due the amount of
water required for its irrigation, by the system known as
primer riego, but in compensation the family using the water
was expected to contribute its fee of proportionate labor in
annual cleaning and upkeep of the ditches. The work of a
child was assessed at half the value of that of an adult, and
families who chose to donate lumber, nails, etc., in place of
labor had that prerogative. Lunch for the working man was
provided at the house nearest the activities of the day; the
women got together to handle cooking and cleaning. Any
individualist who chose to bring his own lunch was considered to be without a proper spirit of fellowship and his lunch
usually was surreptitiously filched by his neighbors and emptied out, to the amusement of all.
, The Otero orchard, planted in 1815, contained purple
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plums and the old species of apples, Manzanas de San Juan,
supposed to be ripe San Juan's day, June 24. This was a day
of devotion and fiesta important throughout Old and New
Mexico, and a ritual bath in memory of John the Baptist's
baptism of Christ was supposed to be taken by each person
at dawn. It was the most important day of the year for the
village of San Juan, south of Casa Colorado and near the
Cerro de Turututu, in an area once known chiefly as a rendezvouz of cattle rustlers. One of these, presumably, shot and
killed the famed and fearless Col. Francisco Chavez while
he was at dinner in front of a lighted window Nov. 26, 1904,
in Pinos Wells. Chavez long had fought the outlaws; no one
ever knew who answered with a bullet from the dark. Domingo Valles, accused of the crime, was exonerated by the
courts and lived to build his own carefully carpentered black
coffin so that he might depart this world in dignity, as he did
at the age of 103, Oct. 16, 1953.
,
Los Chavez, across the river to the west, likewise gave
San Juan's day a special celebration, and in Adelino, next
village to the north of La Constancia, the wooden figure of
San Juan was taken down to the river so that. his sight of
the dry sand might persuade him to bring rain. The statue
was in the custody of a devout family there, the oldest man
of which was the prayer leader of oelorios for the community. That the representation actually was not of San
Juan Bautisto but of San Juan Nepomuceno, the Bavarian
priest who suffered martyrdom through having his tongue
.cut out and being tossed into the Moldau when he refused
to repeat the confessions of King Wencelaus' unjustly suspected wife, was a minor point which disturbed no one.
Father Ralliere said mass in the big hall, otherwise used
for dances, across from the saloon in La Constancia. He also
said mass in the chapel of Adelino, and in the churches of
Tome and Valencia, and, after 1872, in Peralta. At least
twice a month he went to Casa Colorado (across the river
from Belen and formerly of many inhabitants, although
shrunken to some twenty families today) for services and
once a year or more often. he traveled as far as Carrizozo,
'Puerto Luna, and Ft. Sumner. His jurisdiction ran all the
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way to Rio Bonito in Lincoln County. When he was old he
used a buggy but before that he made most trips on horseback. In the early days those roads which led him across the
mountains were open to danger from Indians and he rode
the worst sections with a military escort. On one such occasion, when he presumably had passed the most difficult terrain and was alone, gathering wood for his evening fire, he
caught a glimpse of Indians peering at him from the bushes.
With quick presence of mind, he continued farther and
farther from his fire, while still picking up sticks, until
finally he was able to slip into the darkness and escape. His
advice to other villagers after this episode still is smilingly
quoted around Tome: "When you see Indians coming, don't
just stand still and pray to the Santo Nino. Beat it!"
Adelino recognized San Lorenzo as patron saint and on
his day, August 10, the people carried his image from, the
church and around their fields so that he might inspect their
condition. It was considered most disrespectful to work upon
his day, and for generations the people celebrated with mass
in the morning and merrymaking in the afternoon. But the
time came when one man decided -that this old fashioned custom made for a needless waste of time. He would thrash his
wheat and winnow and store it-he boasted to his neighbors
-and see whether old San .Lorenzo would do anything to
him! The day came and he did his work. By five in the afternoon it was finished and to the questioning neighbors coming homeward from their prayers and their pastimes he
showed his storehouse full of grain. "And where was San
Lorenzo all this time?" he "gloated. "He never knew the difference. Now my work is finished; your's isn't!" But soon
a small cloud began to grow in the blue sky; it increased in
size moment by moment. Soon it stormed; there was a flood,
and all the wheat was washed out of that farmer's storeroom
and scattered over his yard and field. Try as he might to
gather it up afterward, he.never could recover more than
half. After that lesson, the people did not lapse again in their
devotion to San Lorenzo until some time in the twentieth
century, when Father Assenmacher found it only necessary
to remind them of this old tale and of that of the other
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Adelino farmer whose new threshing machine broke down
three times to stop the work which should not have been in
process on San Lorenzo's day. Truly the saints require their
fiestas!
Valencia, like the villages south of Tome, has its story.
The church was built about 1800 under leadership of two
brothers, who for years had waged a bitter fight with each
other and had involved many families in their feud. Much
blood had been shed. Finally the older, who is said to have
been the less guilty, went to the younger on his knees, begging forgiveness and suggesting that in atonement for their
aggressions they should build a church. This was the first
church in Valencia (formerly there had been but a private
chapel) and was significantly dedicated to peace within families. When it eventually required re-building, in the modern
period, the new structure was made upon the same plan as
the old but the dedication was enlarged to include peace
between the nations of the world.
A second disruption to the peace of this village-and of
all the surrounding area-arose in the first years of -the
American period through the advent of a "priest" named
Cardenas. He made his headquarters in the chapel of Valencia. The descriptions "hermano carnal .de Baco" (blood
brother of Bachus) and "primer hermano de Cupido" (first
cousin of Cupid) give some indication of his character, but
the problems in which he involved the communities went
beyond his personal life. The Revista Catolica of July 3,1880,
asserts that a suspended and excommunicated priest, who
was a friend of Cardenas, in 1849 persuaded one of the leading families of Peralta that he should perform the marriage
of their daughter to one of the young men of the area. A
legal delegation was sent to Tome to obtain from the sacristan, Esteban Zamora y Benavides, the necessary church
equipment, to be used in the private chapel of the girl's parents. The sacristan and "forty men of Tome who were defending truth and justice" refused the loan to this apostate
and were beaten and kept in jail during the time that the
mass was carried on.
The sacristan's son (organist for Tome) asserts that the
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priest who performed this marriage was Benavides himself.
Certainly he performed other marriages and baptisms-all
of which became improper in the eyes of the churCh 'when
Bishop Zubiria, during his visit in 1850, exposed the man
as a scandalous imposter. At this, the larger number of his
friends at once abandoned him (previous warnings from
Santa Fe already .had cut into his congregation), but the
"priest" promptly claimed Protestantism and ".. , in the
courtroom of Tome stated that it was not necessary to confess to priests but only one to another." With the few families who remained with him, he constructeda small chapel
on top of the mound marking the ruins of an old Catholic
church destroyed by floods, next door to the existent Catholic church of Peralta. For some time the group, knowing very
little of Protestantism as such, actually were merely schismatic Catholics, but by 1854 they had learned more of their
professed faith and called themselves Methodists. Somewhat
later the congregation disseminated into several small Protestant sects and the church fell into ruins. According to the
notes of Father Ralliere, Cardenas .quit the area by joining
the Confederate forces when they came through the valleyafter aiding them at the expense of his neighbors during
their stop in the area. The point which has remained uppermost in the minds of the families of Peralta, however, was
the carefully-timed ringing of the bell of the Protestant
chapel during the Cardenas period-just long and loud
enough to drown out the opening portions of the mass being
said next door!
Villagers state that Cardenas returned in 1869 while
Father Ralliere was in Rome. He claimed to have visited
Europe in the interim and to have collected money from
Protestants for Protestant missions and from Catholics for
Catholic missions. He also spread word that he was a friend
of the Empress Josephine. In spite of his blandishments, few
of the people this time showed any interest in him.
Soon he fell ill in the house of the custodian of a small
Protestant chapel which he had built directly across from
the village of Casa Colorado. He lay, a very sick man, upon
the common bed of that period, a mattress upon the floor of
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the "reception parlor." One warm day he saw a great sow
- with a big litter of piglets come toward the house, linger a
few moments, and then all walk through the open doorway.
They encircled the sick man and, lifting his mattress in their
mouths, slowly carried him, screaming, toward the door. On
the threshold, seeing himself in the power of demons, he hysterically shrieked an invocation to "los dulcisimos nombres
de Jesus, Maria, y San Jose," at which sow and pigs dropped,
him and fled in terror. The sick man and the family equally
went pallid. But soon the ex-priest regained his composure;
within a few days his appetite improved and he felt well
enough to make a hasty trip to Santa Fe to beg perdon and
to implore that the excommunication be lifted from him.
. Bishop Lamy chanced to be in Albuquerque, so the expriest hurried southward again. He found the Bishop, with
a number of other priests, in the church of San Felipe in Old
Town. Entering the church upon his knees, he fell prostrate
at the communion rail. While the Miserere Mei Deus, Saecundum Magnum Misericordium Tuam was being sung, Bishop
Lamy wielded the whip in flagellation-so say the old-timers
of Tome. After this the penitent ex-priest was sent to a monastery in the "United States" and there he settled to live
in obedience and useful labor. The ruins of the house of his
illness .and the old tamarisk hedge which shaded its dooryard
still are to be seen, though most of" the newcomers to the
area do not know its story.
The people of all this area were devout, combining the
basic beliefs of their religion with many little folk ways.
Prayer was an important matter of daily life, and sometimes
it took the form of almsgiving. Alms might be offered as a
tribute to someone, in memory of someone, or in thanksgiving for a favor received. Alms might be given, also, as something of a suggestion to God that He, in turn, grant the favor
desired by the supplicant. To be effective in this line, the
gift-giving was supposed to be accompanied by some embarrassment to the donor. For instance, a woman might
promise to give a quarter to. the first person who entered
her house next morning. If someone like Manuel B. Otero,
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the millionaire, chanced to be the first visitor of the day,
the poor woman who had just slipped the small coin into his
hand was mortified-as well as .surprised at the unexpected
situation. But he (on the occasion when this once happened),
although equally astonished, managed to retrieve his habitual
composure in time to make the proper response, "Dios le
page," as is customary among the few old people who continue in the old ways today.
Father Ralliere's early years in Tome were marked more
by the push of daily duties than by notable events. There
were the church duties of baptisms and burials and between
them the marriages in which he ,used his own heavy plain
gold ring, set with a jewel, to slip over the bride's finger
in symbolism of her new estate, very few husbands being
wealthy enough to provide a wedding ring.
And there were other, matters he must attend to for' the
good of his household and of the community. With aid
of a mayordomo he planted an orchard, a vineyard, and a
farm. Stone buildings housed a winepress where the juice
was held for a time before being poured into vats. In 1872
Father Ralliere's school was built and granaries and stables
were constructed in the tapia, or front wall composed of
rooms, through which three heavy gates led to a courtyard
garden and house. In this garden among the flowers were the
thorn trees planted from seeds he had brought from France.
The long thorns still are plucked to make Christ's crucifixion
crown and to distribute to parishioners on Good Friday. And
for those whose faith is strong, the touch of these thorns
sometimes
cures headaches and other ills.
,
Part of the support of the church came from the tithes of
the farmers, contributed as produce, steers, hogs, and lambs.
Other lambs which came to J.B.R.'s corrals were the motherless creatures which he, as well as other villagers who followed, the old customs, asked of the sheepherders. The pay
was bread or sweet biscochitos, left with the herder after a
picnic at his camp. The lambs were suckled to nanny goats in
the home corral. The fleece of some of these was spun into
, yarn by members of his household-as elsewhere in the vil'
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lage--to be colored and twisted together and worn to church
for "the blessing of the throats;" This old service, now almost
forgotten, came on February 3, San BIas' day, in memory of
this saint's having been martyred by means of a pair of
shears thrust into his throat.
Father Ralliere maintained a large household composed
of several families; the conoento is said to have used 10,000
pounds of flour per year. He spent heavily of his funds as
well as of his energies for the welfare of his congregations.
Metal and woodworking shops were equipped and opened for
the training and use of local men; (Two of the hafted wedges
or railsplitters now are at the University of New Mexico.)
Being much interested in music himself, he ordered an
organ (1858) to be brought across the plains from St. Louis
for the church in Tome. But when it arrived, no one but he
himself could use it, so he began the training of a young man
in music. This man, Don Julian Zamora, frequently accompanied Father Ralliere on his trips from town to town,
using a small portable organ brought from Santa Fe when
J.B.R. first arrived. He is alive today, after having completed the remarkable record of playing for all the masses
of Sundays and holy days, and for the extra masses of special
occasions, paid for by parishioners,-without ever missing
one and thus totalling about 8000 performances--over a
period of fifty-three years. The old organ, the first in Tome,
was moved to the old organist's house when another recently
was purchased to replace it in the church, and there his
grandchildren now practise their music lessons.
Father Ralliere later ordered five more organs, one each
for the churches Of Valencia, Peralta, and Casa Colorado (all
in 1890), one for the girls who were taking organ lessons,
and one to be loaned from house to house. Moreover, under
his influence and because the young people had the chance
to learn music, three private families ordered organs, all of
which still remain in Tome homes.
One of the men who taught music-violin, tuba, and
French horn-in J.B.R.'s school was a boy who grew up in
his household. His ancestors had lived in Tome in the prerebellion period but had remained in San Lorenzo, near EI
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Paso, since the exodus. The boy, thirteen years old, left his
family and worked his way northward to Tome-a trip of
several months made on the back of a tame ram of great
size! The creature long was a favorite playfellow to the Tome
younger generation. The boy, grown, was married twice and
his descendants still live in the area. His skill in carpentry
is seen in the white and gold Tabernacle, still kept in the
side chapel with the old santos. It is marked: Ano 1906-El
dia 24 de Abrilr--Por Luis Padilla, Tome, N. M .
. Another of J.B.R.'s proteges was a colored lad, whom
he adopted and gave his own name. Where the boy came
from is unknown ;he may have been related to or descended
from one of the soldiers of the negro regiment, the last quartered in Santa Fe before Ft. Marcy was abandoned, or--:'
more likely-from the negro soldiers stationed at Dusty to
help with Indian troubles shortly after the Civil War. When
he was grown he married one of the Tome women and settled
on a small plot given him by J.B.R. just north of Cerro
Tome.
New Mexico suffered less directly than many other areas
from the impact of the Civil War, although the Indian problem increased when troops were withdrawn from frontiers
to protect the more settled areas. The Confederates were
known locally as Tejanos, since those who reached New Mexico had come out of Texas. The natives had not forgotten the
Texas claims to New Mexico, and local business men made
what they could in provisioning the troops. Legend still
laughs over the price of $40 per carreta-Ioad for corn fodder,
comparable to something like $200 per load today. On April
14, 1862, a group of the Teiomos, retreating from their conclusive defeat in Glorieta Pass, east of Santa Fe, stopped
to rest in Peralta. They established a "Fortaleza" on the
home ranch of Governor Henry Connelly (then in Las
Vegas), a wealthy relative of the Otero family of La Constancia and of the equally wealthy family of Col. J. Francisco Chavez, his brother-in-law. With their horses pastured
in the heavily wooded bottomlands, the men settled to an
evening of music and revelry. Meanwhile, General Richard
S. Canby, who, unsuspected, had pursued them from Albu-
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querque, quietly moved his forces into a position to permit
bombardment at dawn 23 from the east mesa. The battle
lasted through the day.
Father Ralliere, who periodically said mass in a private
chapel>' in the establishment which had become the "Fortaleza," and group of choir and altar boys who wanted to
watch-and to help rout the Texans-climbed the Cerro de
Tome. On the peak they spent the entire day singing the
litanies-the Rosary, hymns, and chants. It is said that
Father Ralliere looked like Moses and that the devotions of
his little group swung the victory for the Union. A certain
young man who some say was very brave and patriotic but
whom others credit merely with the desire for a few dollars
and liquor, crept up in the night, set fire to the wagons of
the Tejanos, and blew up much of their ammunition. This
ended the last battle of the Civil War in New Mexico. One
of the cannon balls, presumably from this skirmish, years
later was found in a field near the Cerro.

a

(To be continued)

23. Wm. A. Keleher, Turmoil in New Mexico, 1846-1868, 1952, pp. 186-7.
24. After this chapel fell into disrepair the vigas were purchased by Father
Ralliere to roof one of his harns. In 1938 Archbishop Gerken took them to be used in
roofing the Chapel at Lourdes Village, the School and orphanage on South Second St.,
Albuquerque.
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ROCKING HORSE TO COW PONY

.By JESSIE DE"PRADO FARRINGTON

The Rocking Horse
H ILE I was yet convalescing from a serious operation,
my beloved husband passed away suddenly in his arm
chair. Among the many new friends, new and old, who tried
in all ways to help me carryon was our rector, Rev. Dr. Hunt
Balcom, and I guess for psychological reasons, he talked me
into writing a resume of my life and even introduced a friend
to do the stenographic part; all, I feel sure, just to try and
take my mind off my grief and many worrying problems, and
so help me over the first mile of my new lonely and difficult
road. I think Dr. Balcom was struck with the great influence
that the love of horses has had on the "woof and warp" of my
life and would have me work it out in this way.
I was born at Crossbill, Glasgow. My mother died when I
was so young, I do not remember her at all. The first memories
are of my father (who also passed on while I was quite
young). I have a brother Eben, who is six years older than I.
From the cradle up, it seemed that I showed a pronounced love
for horses. I had a huge dapple gray rocking horse, and one
day my brother inadvertently pulled his tail out' (he was never
an unkind brother). This caused great weeping and wailing
until the damage was repaired; but a little while later on, at
play, he wanted to enact some historical scene he had been
studying at school and it required the beheading of a queen.
A friend of the family had presented me with a very magnifcent over-sized doll, so it was designated to fill the part of the
unfortunate queen. In one of the hallways was a large wooden'
bin for soiled linen, so when the time came for the execution,
I cheerfully held the handsome doll over the edge of the bin
while Eben chopped her head off,-quite a contrast to when
he pulled the horse's tail out!
One of the first characters I remember caring for was a
man who drove a wagon delivering cases of ginger ale, etc. I
do not recall his name, but I know I used to get upon his seat
with-him and drive the horses as far as he would let me go. I
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always wanted to be just like my brother, and, among many
other more or less hopeless wishes, I yearned to have my hair
cut short like a boy. One day when the nurse was out and we
were left in peace, we went to the kitchen and got the cook to
make us a large soup plate full of toffee. We retired with this
upstairs and while it cooled on a nearby chair, my brother
planted me on a newspaper on the floor and began to whack
my hair off. He had got half way around when the nurse returned. When my father came home, I was presented to him,
half shorn and half long-haired!
My brother was banished in disgrace, and I was bundled
into a cab and taken to a hair dresser to have the vandalism
completed. However, my rejoicing did not last long, because
I was required to let it grow again and suffered more than
ever. I think this episode must have made a greater impression on my brother than it did on me, because, when years
afterwards I was starting for the (then to me) far west, he
did his best to make me promise that I would not have my hair
cut off when I got to New Mexico. Though I never gave the
promise, I refrained for his sake. I have an idea that his five
daughters are now more or less shorn. "Time Marches On !"
I am afraid I was what my cowboy friends would call an
"ornery little cuss.", One Sunday afternoon, my brother and
I had the kitchen to ourselves and he was melting lead to run
bullets for some gun he had. I happened to want him to do
something for me, but he could not or would not; I had a
swanky toy carriage whip and began to whip his bestockinged
legs (he wore knickerbockers) till I had him prancing around
the table unable to protect himself, the vessel with the hot
lead in one hand and bullet-mold in the other. In the midst of
this uproar, the maid came to the door, but instead of pouncing on me, she went and got my father, so that he might see
for himself how hateful I could be-because he was inclined
to thinkI could do no wrong-but he seized my precious whip,
and broke it in several pieces (it was a nice long one with a
beautiful curved lash), and put it into the fire. I rushed to
salvage at least the lash, but before I could put my hand in
the grate, he grabbed me and marched me off to the sitting
room and planted me in a corner: this on top of the destruc-
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tion of my precious whip, was about the greatest affront of
my life. In time, he told me to come out and say I was sorry,
but I guess I had become attached to my corner, for I refused
to budge, till finally he capitulated and took me on his knee
and as good as said he was sorry for what he had done. This
is the only occasion I remember his trying to punish me.
In time, we left Crosshill and moved to the other side of
town, now Kelvinside, but as the Heads of the Collegiate
School-where my brother was a pupil-were close friends
of my father, he wanted Eben to continue there, even though
it meant a long daily journey in two street cars. At first, I was
sent to a nearby "Lady's School," but as I persisted in refusing to arrive in gloves and also in throwing my succession of
wee thimbles .out of the window at every chance, the good
ladies finally asked my father to take me out of their school.
In their lady-like way; they expelled me, little as I was.
My brother's school was run in. two sections, one for boys
under Mr. Christie, and the other for girls under Mr. Cairns;
so in despair, in spite of the long car journey, my father decided to send me with Eben, who daily turned me over to one
of the governesses, before he went to his class. The last part
of the drive,on the way to school was through a quiet section
of the city, from Eglinton Toll to Crosshill, and here, we used
to descend from the outside upper deck to the driver's platform and my brother would tip the driver a sixpence every
now and then, arid I was allowed to drive the horses the rest
of the way After my father's death, I was boarded with the
governess already mentioned, and attended the school long,
after my brother had left.
While I was still too small to read myself, my father used
to read to me every week day evening and introduced me to
Scott, Fennimore, Cooper, and Dickens, but on Sundays he
required my brother to read to me for at least two hours. One
hour I could choose what I wanted, and for the other, my
brother could choose what he wanted. As he showed a decided
leaning for boats and the sea (he became a sailor) as I did for
horses, he filled me up mainly on Capt. Marryat's books; while
my hour had to be devoted to cowboy tales, though no one ever
knew how I learned of such. I remember the night of the Tay "J
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Bridge disaster: it was a terrible storm, and on a Sunday, I
think-anyhow, my brother and I went downtown to see an
uncle who was due to arrive from the South. We were to meet
him at St. Enche's Hotel, I think it was. I was much impressed
by the flying chimney pots, and umbrellas being blown inside
out on the way down. When we arrived at the hotel, we went
into what I thought was a very wee waiting room with crimson velvet or plush seats on three sides, but when it suddenly
shot up, I was greatly frightened. It was my first experience
in an elevator, and my brother had not thought to warn me.
To this day, I have always disliked elevators.
While still at Crosshill School, for my summer holidays, I
always asked to be sent to a farm on the Island of Bute: the
farmer was a boyhood friend of my father's and his sister
kept house for him, she was certainly a "corker," one of the
two terrors of the Female Species that I have had real personal contact with in my checkered career. Well, he was a
dear, and I was devoted to him and his strain of rather mongrel bob-tailed dogs, the most outstanding of which was
named: "Sking the Goat." He was served his meal in state, by
himself, in the best front parlor. I don't remember just where,
or how, I had my meals, probably standing up by the kitchen
table. I was supposed to have lots of milk and cream, etc., to
build me up, but the housekeeper was terribly stingy, and unless I took a tin cup and went out to the byre (cowbarn) I
never got much sweet milk and no cream. Here I learned to
milk, which was a great help to me many years later in my
New Mexico homestead days. I used to "strip" the cows, that
is after the regular milkers had finished each cow, I'd pump
away for what might be left. Of course, they would have filled
my cup as they milked, if I had wanted it: no one was stingy
but the housekeeper. I had all the milk I wanted, but there still
remained the cream, for which I was a regular "greedy grub."
One day, by some chance, she sent me to the dairy for
something. It was a large cool room with stone or slate shelves
all around the walls, on which the milk stood in large shallow
pans, until cream would rise and make a solid mat over the
top. It looked good and tempting, and in my case, beyond resistance to the "greedy grub," so I put my head down in the
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richest looking pan and began to suck the luscious thick mat
in. I don't know how much I sucked in, but I do know that
sometime after I had to retire, out of sight, behind the barn
and be violently sick.
I stood ace-high with the plowman.ithough I've long since
forgotten his name'; he used to put me on the horses to ride to
and from the fields. The farm hands, who were fed mostly on
porridge, potatoes, scones, oatcakes, and buttermilk, were
supposed to have tea once a week as a treat. The housekeeper
provided this by saving the tea leaves from the "Master's
table" and then they were boiled up for the help's tea.
My brother used to come down sometimes for rabbit shooting. I remember once when he had a new double-barreled shotgun that he was immensely proud of; I begged him to let me
have a shot, and kept tagging along after him anywhere and
everywhere. Well, 'he finally consented and I actually shot my
first (and last) rabbit, but with the "kick" of the gun, I think
I pulled both triggers at once, and seeing the poor rabbit topple over, just where he had been sitting, I dropped the precious gun in the wet bracken and grass and ran to the rabbit.
When I realized I'd killed it, I sat down with it in my lap and
wept and wept. Eben went off without me in high dudgeon,
partly because of my tears and maybe mostly because I had
dropped his new treasure in the damp grass. When I reached
home, there was great excitement over my tears and bloodstained pinafore (yes, I was still in "pinnies") until they
found it was only the poor bunny's blood and that I was
unhurt.
Ambleside

After a time, the powers that were decided that I ought to
go to a boarding school; and, I was allowed to make the final
choice out of three; one was in Liverpool, where my favorite
aunt lived. She was only aunt by marriage, but had been a
school friend of my mother's, and was always closer to me
than my own aunts and uncles. She urged that I go to Liverpool, but I never liked towns, so I chose Ambleside. The name,
and the setting, among the Westmoreland Hills, and by Lake
Windermere, all appealed to me, and it seemed the lesser of
the various evils, if I had to go to a boarding school at all.
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Here, I guess they did their best to try and make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear. They even tried to coach me in algebra, which was one of the worst of my troubles at that time,
and in piano and violin. They could not acknowledge that my
hands, those of a, worker, not an artist, were too short and
stubby for a violin; but required me to go around for hours at
a time with corks between my fingers to extend them, and the
ache thereof was most wearing. But with all my many failings, I was usually conscientious, even to enduring those
corks the required time; but I guess I must have unburdened
myself to the music master, for I have never forgotten, that
during one of his explosions, he informed me that I had not
even the "essence" of a lady in me ! I was very unhappy at this
school, and developed aneamia there. The housekeeper, Miss
L., was the sister of the head of the school, and we understood
that she had a fixed allowance on which to run the house, and
the less she could run it on, the more she could pocket. On
.Sunday, we always had a huge roast of beef (and buckets full
of cabbage) and the remainder of the roast was made over in
several ways, and with unusually generous helpings of vegetables, generally unpalatably served, carried us on towards
the middle of the week, when we'd have huge legs of mutton
that might possibly be stretched with other fillers to carry us
over Saturday, and this went on all term with maybe a fish
dinner now and then, but always loads of watery cabbage,
and we were not allowed to leave our table until we had
cleaned our plate. Cabbage became tabu to me for half a
lifetime.
Immediately after noonday dinner, we each had to retire
alone to a room for half an hour's meditation and bible reading. By using our rooms, and- the governesses' rooms and in
fact, all available rooms, we could be kept apart for 'this half
hour. I usually felt so nauseated, I had to lie flat on my back
on the floor.
What I liked best about this school was the coaching drive
from Windermere to Ambleside the opening day of each term.
Our other great treat of the term was the first morning in
school, when we each had one egg for breakfast, and no more
eggs till the same time next term. Another treat during the
term was when we had ONE sardine each at breakfast, other.
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wise, we "filled up" on bread, on which some butter seemed
to have been spread and then carefully scraped off; and cereal
with syrup, and, if Miss L. could ferret out that we had failed
in any of our studies the previous day, she forfeited our right
to syrup for that meal. She always presided at our meals. The
head had hers with a chosen governess in her small dining
room. After prayers at night, we had to file past a string of
governesses and kiss them good-night; one I just could not
endure, and, as I have always had an innate objection to promiscuous kissing, I just froze up when I came to her, and even
had the "hebee jebees" when she pecked me on the cheek or
ear, so she finally reported me to the Head and I was sent to
the study. Here, we, the Head and I, threshed it out, and I told
her, maybe in other words, that kissing really meant something to me and I did not care to cheapen it by indiscriminate
use; so the edict went out that I was to be allowed to just shake
hands at the goodnight ceremony, and that was ordeal enough
when I came to the governess I could not like, and Miss L., the
chiseling housekeeper.
During my second last term here, I got so run down that
I could hardly keep up with the "crocodile," our daily processionof school girls, going for a walk in strict formation, two
by two, with one or two governesses at the tail end. We had
so much rain, or rather frequent showers, up there, that we
were fined a penny if it was found that we had sneaked into
the crocodile without an umbrella. When my guardian realized how far from well I had become, he put me in a doctor's
hands, but if a pupil was withdrawn from the school without
a full term's notice, the.term was charged for, anyhow, so I
was sent back. But, the doctor wrote the Head, with the result
that for my last term there, I had my meals with her, but I
did not like being fed on fine chops, steaks and poultry while
my friends were still pegging away at the original and everlasting roasts and rehashes.
Switzerland
After I left the Ambleside School, the powers that still
were, decided to send me to Switzerland. So, in due time, I
arrived at "Riant Rive"; again, I landed in lovely surroundings, there was a large garden going right down to the beau-
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tiful Lake of Geneva. We were a short walk by the lake-side
from Ouchy, where we got the "Funic" up the steep hillside
to Lausanne.
~
.,
,
On Thursday afternoons, those who liked could go up to
town, in charge of a governess. The usual first place of call
was our favourite "Confiz." As what little French I did acquire has nearly all gone from me, I have just put down the
old nicknames which have stayedt'Put," e.g., Funic, (hydraulic railway from lakeside up the mountain to Lausanne) ,.and
Confiz (tuck shop). Lausanne is in the French Canton of
Vaud, At first, I rather scorned some of my school mates for
spending so much of their often scant pocket money at the
Confiz. I thought, "not for me, I'd rather keep it for wee
Swiss carvings, paintings, etc.," but once I got introduced to
a special creation called "pomme de terre," I was lost. It was
built to resemble a potato, but more a cake than a pastry, and
filled inside with a very generous portion of luscious mocha
cream.
The doctor whom I had been under on account of my aneamia in England wrote to Madame Mennerich of Riant-Rive
about my condition, and she promptly put me in hands of her
doctor, with the result that I was allowed to pretty much arrange my own curriculum, and skip even that if it became too
arduous, and as all our classes were given in French, they
were often "too arduous." How I really got by as seemingly
well as I did was owing to two special friends, Daisy Close,
. and Win Durrant. They were both good French scholars, and
they would write me out an English translation of our various
studies, and this would give me the meaning of each subject,
and though I'd fall down in my French rendition of it, the
teachers felt I at least knew the subject I was trying to talk
about, and let it go at that, otherwise, if I got too badly cornered, all I had to say was "please, I had a headache," (although I've nearly forgotten how to write that in French, I
certainly had it off pat in those days!, and then I could go out
to loaf in the garden.
_
Madame was a dear, and certainly did her best to build up
my red corpuscles, and succeeded, bless her! I can't just remember in what order the following things were taken, but
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each morning while still in bed, I had a raw egg, and a cup of
chocolate with whipped cream, and before leaving the bedroom, a glass of red Swiss wine, and then I was ready for the
regular dining room breakfast! Madame had me placed at her
table, on her left hand. She had all meals with the girls, and
tried so to crowd my eating that I was finally reduced to providing myself with some paper, so/that I might slip some of
the food into my lap and get it into a pocket. All my life long
I have wanted pockets and lots of them!
During holidays, there were always some girls who stayed
on at Riant-Rive. As I liked it, and had no home, anyhow, I
stayed there for two years, and did not want to leave even
then. Madame used to take those of us who wished to go, on
trips during the various holidays. I forget what was the first
trip to come off after I was there, but, anyhow, Madame said
she thought it would be too strenuous for me; we usually
traveled by Voiture, a wagonette or maybe a double rig-like
affair, drawn by two horses, or saddle horse or mule in those
days. I am talking of nearly fifty years ago. Well, Madame
said she felt I was not equal to this trip, I think it was to the
St. Bernard Monastery, but finally said, if I could raise some
roses in my cheeks by the time she was planning to go, maybe
she would consent. The day before we were to start, I was to
go to her study for final verdict. In those days, we girls did
not powder or rouge, as is done nowadays, but Win got out her
water-colors, and with the help of Daisy's advice, got a nice
faint bloom on my rather pallid cheeks, and in I marched to
Madame, with the result I was allowed to go!
There was a percentage of German girls in the school who
were described as "in the Menage." These girls had reduced
scholastic rates because they "set" and cleared off the tables,
etc. When we went out for our daily walk, again "a la crocodile," we English girls were paired off,so many days a week,
with these German girls, and supposed to talk German for the
duration of the walk, but as the German girls were usually
much more keen at improving their English than we were to
learn German, it generally ended in our speaking English to
our heart's content; so what with that, and my standing permit to leave a class-room for the garden whenever felt like
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it, it is not surprising that my French and German were
, rather sketchy, even at best..
We had a good tennis lawn, and I was very keen on that,
but except on the half-holiday, if we were heard using any
English words we were fined, and my long suite was "Oh l I
say" every few strokes, so that cut into the money I wanted
to spend on the "Pommes de terres." They had a system of
passing an imaginary "mark" at that school.. If a governess
heard one talking anything but French, she would say to the
offender; "Prenez la Mare," take the mark. The Germans did
not often transgress, but if by mishap they did, they soon got
rid of it, for anyone could pass it on to another offender, but
at night, Madame would say, "Who has the mark?" and those
who had had to turn them in (there were usually quite a number for there was no limit as to how many might bepassed out
by the governesses and sometimes most of them got piled on
to one unfortunate victim) had them recorded against their
name, and at the end of the week, the amount, a cent a mark,
was deducted from the offender's pocket money.
One of our trips was to Zernatt. We were strung out in a
long row of carriages, Madame, and an English friend and the
latter's son (an undesirable of about twenty-five or thirty
years of age, inclined to be spoony, and if snubbed, of a taletelling, sneaky disposition, but Madame and his mother
thought him a great acquisition), bringing up the rear. Madame laid down the law, that no matter how thirsty we got, we
must not, at any price, drink any water at the villages we
passed through. She said the water was conducive to goiters,
but in one of the carriages about midway of the caravan, was
a supply of native wine, Vin Bougeau (spelling doubtful),
and we could drop back and get some of that; much of the way
up was mountainous roads, etc., and the horses walked, so
we got off and passed up and down as we felt like. Well, I guess
I must have literally had too many drinks, for when we unloaded at Zermatt, I was very wavy on my feet, so Daisy and
Win armed me off from under Madame's usually eagle eye,
and got me to bed with usual plea of one of my ever handy
"male la tete" attacks.
That night I was fully myself again; and the other two (we
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three shared one room) teased me into dancing the Highland
fling; we were all more or less in a state of undress, and in the
middle of my gyrations, a Frenchman opened the door, and
instead of .hastily retiring, he stood there apologizing at
length, so we-all dived for cover; someone upset the "ewer"
of water, which had been left standing on the floor (in those
days, there was no individual plumbing or bathrooms to each
bedroom in this hotel, just hand basins with large jugs of
water) ; well, one of these upset. Daisy had presence of mind
to put the light out before she ducked for cover, I fled under a
bed. When the wretch finally got through his fake apology,
and we got the light on and door locked, we were horrified to
find that Daisy.or' Win's underwear had been on floor and got
soaked, and after mopping up most of the water with our
towels, we hung everything out of the windows to dry. None
of us had a change available, all our extra clothing on these
trips was "pooled" into one large trunk, and went more or
less by rail, to designated places to be on tap. Well, it was a
beautiful moonlight night, such as the Alpine country can
specialize in, and we three had not been long in bed when we
heard great guffaws of laughter under our windows. We all
got up to investigate, and there below was our apologizing
horror, with someone else, loudly amused at our display of
underwear trying to dry by moonlight. In those days such
things were not taken lightly, so we whisked in the offending
undies, to dryas best they might indoors. I think it was on this
trip that I slipped on a polished floor just as we were sitting
down to breakfast, as per usual I was to be on Madame's left,
as I went, I clutched wildly at the table, caught only the cloth,
and landed the cups of hot "cafe au lait," and what have you,
in the laps of Madame and Mrs. Marshall; and myself under
the table, with an avalanche of things on top of me. For my
clumsiness, Madame, in her excusable irritation sentenced me
to a half-day in my room!
On another trip, this time to Chamonix in France, we
made several side trips, and for once we were all mounted on
mules. I was able to choose what I thought was the spiciest of
the lot, and I was right, for on the return journey, much to
my delight, it ran away with me, never stopping till it clat-
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tered through the wee town, and landed me at its stable door,
from where I found my way on foot to the hotel, weary, but
happy; though again in momentary disgrace, for Madame,
though frightened and angry, was too thankful to find me at
the hotel safe and sound to mete out any punishment.
I loved Switzerland, Madame included, but even so, I was
always counting the years till I would be twenty-one and free
to start for the far and woolly west, and Ranch life; although
my great love is for horses, I never yearned for a horse ranch,
always for the cow country, and when "I arrived," I never enjoyed helping to round-up a bunch of range horses, as I did
cattle.
Somewhere in this narrative, I've referred
to myself as
a
being of the conscientious order, and to some extent maybe
was justified in so doing, but I recall one flagrant instance of
a serious lapse. During my stay at Riant-Rive, I had a siege
of boils, seven at a dose, three being under one arm and four
under. the other. Madame had a smaller adjoining house for
those indisposed, but it was not a regular sick ward as hardly
anyone was ever seriously ill. Well, I was planted over there
and much of the day had the house to myself, and lay comfortably reading in bed by a window, my arms resting on two pillows. I had various medicines prescribed by the school doctor,
but over and above that, as Madame had decided ideas of her
own, she had a huge pitcher of camomile tea posted by my
bedside, with instructions that I take a cup of it regularly
every so often. Well, I found it about the vilest concoction I'd
ever met, so, Scotch conscience regardless, I methodically
threw a cupful of it out of thewindow at the prescribed time
for taking it!
When Madame had visitors for afternoon tea, she always
had some of us girls in to help entertain her guests, or to
break us in along those lines, and, for sometime after my recovery from the boil siege, she publicly held me up as a fine
example of the efficacy of camomile tea! !
Have I mentioned about Lausanne as a university town?
There were no end of Student Societies, the most outstanding
. one of which, and my favorite, was the "Sofingia." The societies were distinguished by different caps, the latter by a
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white yachting shaped one, with a band of beautiful heavy
ribbon, narrow thread-like edge of gold, then red, white, red
and gold edge. These. students used to make a point of serenading their favorite schools and I guess we got our share,
and always a great thrill. As our garden went down to the
lake, they usually came by boat, landed and came up under
our windows, and with guitars and voices, began to serenade
us, but the thrill they gave Madame was that of an old war
horse when he hears the bugle. She had a very diminutive
gardener who had a room over an adjoining out-house and she
used to wildly try to rouse him to go and run the serenaders
off, but as he was small, not keen on the job, and one to many,
it did not do much good. Madame's harangue was only
drowned in a louder serenade, so finally she hit on a new desperate scheme. She got an old blunderbuss and had the gardener load it with all kinds of rubbish and fire it point blank
at the students from an upper window. After that drastic.
measure, they did cool off for a time, many being visible on
the streets thereafter decorated with patches of "court plaster" (Victorian type of adhesive tape) here and there.
. It was quite usual to have midnight supper parties in our
rooms, but once when Madame was away for a few days some
of us decided to go one better and have a dance. So half of us
dressed as boys. Madame had a son and though younger than
any of the girls, he was a big boy, and he and I were special
pals, he lent me togs for the occasion. An hour or two after all
lights were officially out, we all assembled in the dining room
and cleared the floor and got a piano in. "Melone," the head
governess, and a hopeless "blue stocking," never heard the
uproar until everything was in full swing, and though the
British were at the root of the trouble, I think all the girls
joined in, French, German and Italians, so poor "Melone" was
helpless with such open rebellion and finally left us with dire
threats, but the poor dear was so scandalized and outraged at
our temerity and her helplessness that I guess she decided
discretion 'was the better part of valour and, so far as we
know, she never even reported our insurrection, for everybody, including the maids, were more or less involved in the
escapade-"least said, soonest mended."
.
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Germany
Sometime after 1 left school, and just before 1 was twentyone, 1 went over to Germany to spend sometime near my old
school friend Winnie, who was governessing in Hamburg.
The day after my arrival, 1 essayed forth to call on her'; she
was living on the other side of the Alster (a large lake dividing the city) to where my hotel was, so 1 had to take the ferry.
1 asked a deck hand, in what 1 thought was quite decent German, what street car 1 should take to get to my destination,
but after several tries to get my query across, he smilingly
said, and in excellent English, "If Fraulein would speak English, 1 could understand her." Alas! if 1 had only tried to improve the shining hour in my crocodile walks with the German
side partners in my Riant-Rive days, 1 would not have been
thushumiliated. ,
Another boomerang from my lost, or neglected opportunities came in connection with a riding school master. After 1
had been in Hamburg some little time, my English trustee (1
had two, one English and one Scotch) wrote to me that he
thought it a mistake for me not to go on and see Berlin, while
over there, so was enclosing extra cash for the trip. Now this
Englishman had long been a thorn in the flesh to me as he
strongly objected to women riding or having anything else to
do with horses, accounting it inclined to "fastness," as we
used to put it in those days. Well, when 1 got this extra cash,
1 decided to throw my Scotch conscience over board pro tem,
especially as 1 did not expect to be back in England till a few
days before my twenty-first birthday, so instead of going on
to Berlin, 1 used the cash to put my time in at a riding school.
1 had long ago added a riding habit to my wardrobe,' even
aided thereto by .my pet aunt in Liverpool, and managed to
wangle a few rides now and then when on visits to friends in
the country, and no matter where 1 went my "portmanteau"
went and the habit, too, so 1 was adequately prepared for any
and all chances. Well, one day, during indoor instruction, in
a large oval arena, 1 thought the master told me to go faster,
and, as he kept on telling me, in a louder voice, 1 was more
than glad to urge my horse on and on, when suddenly, to my
huge surprise, he dashed across the arena (he, too, was
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mounted), seized my horse by the bridle and threw it on its
haunches, nearly dumping me over its tail onto the tan; he,
the master, raved at me in fast and heated German, and I not
understanding a word of the torrent being poured over me, at
last turned loose myself in English, which fortunately he did
not understand, but finally a visitor in the gallery came to the
rescue as interpreter and the Herr Master and I calmed down.
It appeared he was telling me to go slower, and keep closer to
the wall and said something like "an die Wand," t& keep to the
wall, and I translated it as for the French "en avant," go
ahead, so again I lost out for lack of having "made hay" while
my educational sun was shining.

Colonial Training College
On coming of age, I was conscious of a dual personality,
one half of me felt I ought to take training as a nurse, with
a view to aligning myself later with the Salvation Army, and
going to work in the London slums; the other half wanted to
be off to the wild and wooly West and my yearned-for cow
country. But, I was still not so very strong, though my sojourn in Switzerland had helped me a lot. My English trustee
got two doctors to give mea thorough going over, and they
were decidedly against the nursing training, so then I felt I
could start out for the United States with a free conscience.
Here, however, my friends ceased to help, as no one approved
of my Wild West aspirations, so I hadto dig around by myself
for a starting point. I wrote to various places in London for
information and finally decided I would try to get a position
as companion or "mother's helper" on some western ranch
until I learned the ropes. Following this lead, I found that I
would not get far unless I were useful along domestic lines,
and, as I had never had a home of my own, I knew I'd have to
get broken in before I started.
.I finally contacted just the place I needed, Leighton Colonial Training College, in Shropshire, just for girls of my type.
So I finally got started there aiming to put in a year at it, but
after three months, I gave myself a bad internal strain that
laid me up more or less for many months. The doctor here,
when he learned that it was not absolutelyessential for me to
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earn my own living, but sensing what kind of a make-up I
was,advised me to' try and get on an English farm for a year
until I got stronger. The matron at the college thought she
knew of the very place for me and she proved right. So I
made arrangements to go to Mr. and Mrs. Broughall (he was
what was known as a Gentleman Farmer), who lived at Oldington, a beautiful old rambling red brick farm-house near
Bridgnorth, fifteen or twenty miles from the training college.
Before going there, I paid a long visit to myoId school
friend, Daisy Close, whose father was a Vicar up in the Peak
district of Derbyshire. It was very quiet and I loved being
. there, and as Daisy thought it too quiet for most of her other
friends, I had become quite an institution there and turned
up almost as regularly as she and her two brothers for the
holidays. One boy was studying law and the other for the
Church. They were both great fishermen and used to walk
miles up the streams, and the usual plan was for Daisy and
me to meet them at a given place for a late lunch; but while
I was convalescing, I was not up to these hikes, so Mr. Close
unearthed a donkey to carry me around. We named him
"Doodles" and Daisy and I usually had a. hard time getting
him to the rendezvous, but on the home stretch the other three
had a hard time of it to keep up with Doodles and me.
I had planned to stay at the Colonial College one year, and
I stayed three months. I aimed to stay at Oldington one year
and stayed nine. A very happy nine years it was. Mrs.
Broughall and I soon became deeply attached to each other.
She was not at all strong and never went out unless her husband or one of the farm boys drove her. So I fitted in to a "T."
I soon gave her a name of my own-"My Dear," and so she is
to this day.
Oldington

At Oldington, I soon became as the daughter of the house,
and here I learned much that was to prove of value to me in
later years. The Broughalls did not want me to pay anything
at all, but though I soon got to like Mr. Broughall, or the
"Pater," as I later learned to call him, he and I used to have
decided scraps. For, though I have always made many pla-
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tonic friends on my way through life, I was always keener on
women than on men. I felt I could not tell him just what I
thought, if-we disagreed over something, if I was eating his
bread and butter. So, they finally consented to a minimum
charge for my own and my horse's board, for I eventually
started a saddler of my own, or the Pater did it for me. I
really fitted in so well there, that they did not want me to go
West at the end of a year, and they soon learned that my
people felt the same. They even missed me greatly when I
occasionally went away to visit friends.
My first mount of my own came as a great surprise to me,
for having planned to stay there only a year, I'd not thought
of tryingto get a horse in England. This is how it happened. I
went to visit another old school friend, Lou Curtis, who lived
at Twickenham, and I always had a royal time there. Her
father was a retired Navy Captain, and both his girls (who
had been at school with me in Switzerland) were keen -on
boating. I, too, had been well coached along these lines by my
brother, so those of you who know the Thames may guess I
had a good time there. Over and above that, Lou planned my
visits so we could take in the Richmond Horse Show and the
annual Military Tournament in London, and I was perennially surprised to find that the Italianscouldride just as well
as the British officers. Well, this time, I guess the Pater and
"My Dear" felt I was staying away too long, and he thought
up a scheme to fetch me home; and it did, on the "double
quick." I got a wire, "Have picked up a young saddler for
you."
I found on my return a useful looking blue roan three
years old .filly, installed in a loose box of her own. He had
picked her up at a ridiculously low figure at some country
auction when he was out buying young steers to feed. She
seemed gentle and tractable enough to handle, but it did not
take me long to find out the "nigger in the woodpile." She was
"baulky" and as obstinate as any double distilled long-eared
Missouri mule could ever be. I named her "Hoop La" on account of her penchant for spending much of her time on her
hind legs. For no matter how I happened to want her to turn,
she always decided she preferred the opposite direction and
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would spend much time gyrating around on her hind legs at
every crossroad we came to. Then again, she always wanted
to turn and bolt when she met an oncoming vehicle. When she
could not get away, she'd put on her usual exhibition, gyrating around on her sturdy hind legs till the carriage or wagon
was well on its way past us. A neighboring horseman undertook to cure her of this weakness. One of his experiments was
to take a thin glass bottle filled with water in his pocket, and
when she put on her rearing stunt, he broke it over her head,
but to no avail. After some weeks, he returned her, her sides
all scarred with too much spurring, but still convinced that
no matter what turn her rider chose, she preferred the other.
So, finally poor spoiled "Hoop La" was disposed of "without
a character" at another public auction.
For a time, I contented myself with riding "Dr. Gray,"
"My Dear's" little driving cob. She herself never handled
the lines, so if I was not driving her around, I often rode
him. During my nine years at Oldington, I had quite a string
of successive mounts, "Starlight," "The Ugly Duckling,"
"Pet Plum," "John Peel," and best of all, "Spicy," a beautiful bay with black points. I passed most of them on for
financial reasons, getting more for them than I gave. I often
rode mounts belonging to other people, too. Neighboring
farmers having young stock to sell found it advantageous to
be able to say "ridden by a lady." In those days, I rode side
saddle. One day, the Pater and I were riding along a bridle
path at a walk across country and came to a gate, he said "Pop
over, Mac," but being a canny Scot, I was not keen on such a
stiff standing jump, so I said, "Your pop." He put Robin at it,
but the horse failed to clear it; and they both came a cropper,
the Pater unfortunately breaking a wrist.
Early every year, I used to get what "My Dear" called
"Mac's Spring Fever," the longing to go West. Finally, my pet
aunt got a promise from me to stay in England until I was
thirty, thinking that if I did that I'd be safely married or, at
least, over the desire to go off to parts unknown. Though I had
several "chances" to "settle down," I was not tempted, even
though one offered to sell out and go West, too!
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On one of my frequent visits to my Liverpool aunt, I ran
across a forlorn, emaciated, raggety, wee wire haired terrier,
exhibited in a bird cage, of all things, in a pet shop window.
I've always hated to see birds in cages, but a dog was more
than I could endure, so I went in and asked to see the wee beggar. He was so weak and cramped that when taken from the
cage, he just wavered around until my heart ached more than
ever, and though he was too woolly for my type and they
wanted far too much for him (he was not even eligible to register), I bought him and took him home to Oldington and
named him "Rags."
He could not be induced to even look at a mouse, let alone
a rat, so I passed him on to where he belonged, which included
a drawing-room rug, and a ribbon on his collar, and he was
happy ever after. My other outcast was "Tramp," probably a
cross between an airdale and a black retriever. One of my
Liverpool cousins rescued him from a man who was abusing
him beyond endurance, gave half a crown to get him and then
wondered what on earth to do with him. Then, being struck
with a brainstorm, shipped him down to me at Oldington.
"Tramp" was a joyous person and quite regardless of any
idea of control and social rules and regulations, in contradistinction to "Rags," his idea was to chase anything from a
mouse up. So, when I used to go riding, with him and "Rags"
tagging along, I soon got into trouble as "Tramp" thought
chasing sheep extra good sport, so he had to be passed on.
We gave him to a mail driver who made a nightly trip between
Bridgenorth and Wellington (Shropshire) and in this roll, he
was a great success, becoming devotedly attached to both man
and.team, and always on the job.
Then we got a supply of thoroughbreds. The Pater won a
beautiful Collie pup at a raffle and gave it to "My Dear." Then
he got two wellbred fox terriers, "Tartar" for himself and
"Darkie" for me. On top of all this, a Mr. Evans brought me
a registered smooth-haired Welsh terrier puppie. He became
the dog of my life, and I named him "Iky Evans." Part of the
time, all of these were to the fore simultaneously, so on my
daily rides, I nearly had a pack of my own.
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As I used to go with the Pater to all available Agricultural Shows, I got quite a smattering of general farm stock,
implements, dairy work, etc. I even took over the Oldington
butter-making and learned poultry dressing, all of which was
very useful to me later when I became-the wife of a Kansas
farmer. I loved to work in the fields with a team and often did
a lot of harrowing, and as it was quite an inovation at that
time (and in that neighborhood) to see a woman in short skirt
and leggings, handling a field team, I stirred up quite a bit of
curiosity. One socialite, when calling on "My Dear" one day,
could not contain herself, for she had seen me at workin the
farm field, and heard of me in the hunting field, two widely
separated social points, so in desperation she said to "My
Dear," point blank, "In what capacity. is that young 'person'?" To be called a "person" in those days was to be socially
damned, indeed. "My Dear" replied, "As a daughter." So that
was that.
Among the many animals at Oldington.. was an old warrior of a gander; he had all the "women folk" bluffed to a
"fare you well," whenever he saw one of us around his part
of the yards, he'd go for us, and we would run for safety. He
was particularly obnoxious to Mrs. Morris, the cowman's
wife who came once a week to wash, she often asked me to
stand guard while she hung out the clothes, but if Mr. Gander
hove in sight, and started for. us, we'd both run for the gate.
Some one told me that if I would take two or three bottles of
port wine, and add six pennyworth of quinine to each bottle,
I'd get grit enough to stand my ground; well, I did, for one
day when I was in full cry, I suddenly screwed up my courage,
stopped, whirled around and caught the warrior by his long
stretched-out neck, just behind his head. My courage flowed
back all over me, no room for fear left, and I pulled the unwilling pest round to the back door and called for all and sundry
to come and see my conquest. When I loosed him, he nearly
flew in his hurry to get back to his own parts, and ever after,
he made himself scarce if I made for him, so I was always in
demand on wash day.
While still at Oldington, I decided to take to riding crosssaddle, for having only one horse, I rode him daily and a side-
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saddle every day, especially during the hunting season is apt
to bring grief to the horse's back. Once in particular, I hurt
"Spicy" ever so, and had to keep off him for some time, and
when the hair grew again and came white, I had him photographed, so I'd never forget. Well, cross-saddle for a woman
was a scandalous proceeding in those days, but I evolved a
voluminous homemade skirt, and used the Pater's saddle, he
would not be seen with me cross-saddle, and "My Dear" was
greatly distressed and always urged that I keep to the fields
and unfrequented bridle paths. About this time, I read a book
by Mrs. Seaton Thompson, I think, and she recounted her
trials in regard to a trip through the Rockies with her husband and the cross-saddle riding outfit she contrived, giving
illustration and details of same. So I took the book to our local
tailor and between us, quite a nobby outfit was evolved, regular breeches and all. That is what I wore through my homesteading days.
I forgot to say that early in my sojourn at Oldington I
thought I would take up horticulture, so wrote to Swanley,
which I think was the only college of its kind, at that time, for
women in England. I asked if the girls were allowed to handle
the teams. They said NO, they had-aman for that, so I turned
thumbs down on Swanley. Thave regretted it ever since. If I'd
only had sense enough to acquire that training, the horses
could have come later.
(To be continued)

A CHECK LIST OF WESTERN NEWSPAPERS
IN THE MILLS COLLECTION

By

WILLIAM SWILLING WALLACE

of the newspapera cited in the following check
M
list will be of interest to librarians who work with
early papers and to historians of the West. Newspapers
ANY

never listed in any published check list will be found here.
When the late Byron T. Mills gave his collection to
Rodgers Library, New Mexico Highlands University, in
1946, the library was inadequately staffed at that time to
permit examination of the collection. For seven years the
one hundred and thirty-nine bound volumes remained in
storage. Since most of Mr. Mills' life was spent in New
Mexico the collection is strongest in that area. More than
eighty separate titles are represented from New Mexico.
The present list also covers California, Arizona, Colorado,
Texas, Kansas, and Mexico.
It has not been possible to present in a single check list
the entire collection. Mr. Mills was primarily a land promoter and speculator, and many real estate journals are to
be found in the collection. These journals represent a unique
separate part of the collection.
Every paper in the collection has been listed. The task
was not easy because there was rarely any volume that had
its contents arranged in any sort of discernible order, and in
some cases volumes had been exposed to the ravages of
weather and the destructive work of pests. Due to the technicallimitations of office equipment and lack of personnel, it
has not always been possible to follow the form used in the
Library of Congress Union List of Newspapers.
When possible, this list was checked against Winifred
Gregory's American Newspapers: 1821-1936: A Union List
of Files Available in the United States and Canada (New
York, 1937) and the University of New Mexico Library's
A Check List of New. Mexico Newspapers (Albuquerque,
1935) .
In all cases . the original masthead title was
, used. The
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check list is arranged by state and subdivided by cities. The
initial entry gives the name of the paper, frequency of publication, and dates of publication (if known). Following the
initial entry is the notation of issues iri the Mills Collection.
The Compiler would appreciate hearing from those who
can offer additional information on entries that remain
obscure.
The Compiler wishes to gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Miss J. Vivian Hedgcock, Librarian, Rodgers Library, who helped to clarify matters of place and date of
publication of some of the newspapers in the present list.
ARIZONA
Pinal City
The Pinal Drill, w. May 15, 1880-1884 (?)
.v2 n20 (10/1/81)
v4 n37 (1/26/84)--n44 (3/15/84)
Missing: n41-42
Tucson
Arizona Mining Index (Tucson), w. 1884- (?)
vI n37 (2/16/84)
v2 n5 (7/5/84)--n28 (12/13/84)
Missing: 6-8, 10-25, 29-36.
Arizona Mining Journal, w. 1881-(?)
vI n20 (5/28/81)
vI n37 (9/24/81)
Beef and Bullion, w. 1885-(?)
vI n38 (5/30/85)--n47 (8/1/85)
Missing: n40, 42-43.
Sunshine and Silver, w. Sept. 14, 1884-May 9, 1885(?)
vI n1 (9/14/84)--n35 (5/9/85)
Missing: n2-10, 20-23, 25-26, 28.
Wilcox
Sulphur Valley News, w. 1884-1896
vI n2 (5/10/84)

CALIFORNIA
Bridgeport
Bridgeport Chronicle-Union, w. July 3, 1880-to date
v2-20 n73-769 (10/1/81)
ABBREVIATIONS USED: d-daily, sw-c-seml-weekly, w-e-weekly, am-c-semi-morrtb ly,
m-monthly, q-c-quar-ter-ly, v-volume, ri-c-Issue number, Eng.-English, Span-.Spanish. tw-twice weekly.
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Los Angeles
Los Angeles Daily Herald, d. 1873-March 22, 1890
v23 n126 (7/23/85)
v23n127 (7/24/85)
Oceanside
The San Diego County Star, d. (?) .1880(?)-(?)
v4 n208 (9/19/85)
v5 n220 (12/12/85)
San Francisco
The California Cackler, m. 1884 (?) - (?)
v3 n5 (May, 1887)
Daily Alta California, w, tw, d. Jan. 4, 1849-June 18, 1891
v33 nIl 475 (9/20/81)
v33 n12 476 (9/21/81)
San Francisco Chronicle, d. Jan. 16, 1865-to date
v34 n68 (9/21/81--n71 (9/24/81)
v42 n9 (7/24/85)
The Morning Call, d. 1856-March 4, 1895
v50 nl12 (9/20/81)--nl16 (9/24/81)
The Idiographic, w. (?) 1884 (?) - (?)
v'l n10 (4/15/84)
The Daily Examiner, d. Jan. 16, 1856-to date
v33 n82 (9/20/81)
v33 n83 (9/21/81)
Daily Evening Bulletin, d. 1885-May 18, 1895
v52 n139 (9/20/81)--n142 (9/23/81)
The Weekly Chronicle, w. Jan. 1, 1874-to date
v8 n40 (9/29/81)

COLORADO
Colorado Springs
. Daily Gazette, d. May 1, 1878-to date
n1043 (9/20/81)
Weekly Gazette, w. March 23, 1872-to date
vII n42 (9/24/81)
vII n43 (10/1/81)
v12 n25 (6/10/82)
v12 n48 (11/25/82)
v13 n4 (8/4/83)
v14 n3 (1/19/84)--n41 (10/11/84)
Missing: n8-13, 16-18, 21-22, 32, 36.
Weekly Republic and Colorado Mountaineer, w. 1873-1882
. vl n45 (v9 n55 of Mountaineer series) (10/5/82)
vt n46 (v9 n56 of Mountaineer series) (10/12/82)

CHECKLIST

Denver
Daily Denver Times, d. 1872-1926 v
v14 n165 (7/23/85)
v14 n166 (7/24/85)
Denver Tribune-Republican, d. 1884-1886
(Tribune v18 n263; Republican v6 n263) (9/19/84)
Denver Republican, d. 1876-1913
v3 n95 (9/20/81)--n102 (9/28/81)
,
Missing: n98, 100
Great West, w. 1880-1884(?)
vI n52 (7/2/81)
v2 n13 (9/24/81)
v5 n3 (7/12/84)
J
v5 n9 (8/23/84)
Home Journal, w. 1883(?)-1887
vI n3 (10/20/83)
v'l n4 (11/3/83)
New West, m. 1878(?)-(?)
v5 n2 (May, 1883)
Pomeroy's Democrat, w. 1881-1883
v3 n42 (4/14/83)
v4 nll (9/8/83)
v4 n14 (9/29/83)
Pomeroy's Great West, w. 1881(?)-(?)
v3 nll (9/9/82)
v3 n14 (9/30/82)
Rocky Mountain Celt, w. 1879 (?) - (?)
v6 n26 (7/4/85)
Weekly Republican, w. 1876(?)-1913
v4 n9 (3/2/82)

Durango
Durango Record, d. 1880-1882
vI n38 (9/24/81)
vI n39 (10/1/81)
Weekly South-West, w. 1882-1884
v2 n28 (9/26/81)
v2 n29 (10/3/81)

Georgetown
The Colorado Miner, w. 1867-1888
v16 n25 (11/4/82)
v17 n23 (10/20/83)
v17 n38 (2/2/84)
v18 n3 (5/31/84)--n50 (4/26/84)
Missing: n8-9, 13
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v19 n1 (6/6/85)--n13 (8/29/85)
Missing: n4-8, 11

Gunnison
Gunnison Review-Press, d., two Oct. 11, 1881-1890
v4 n39 (2/2/84)
v4 n45.<3/15/84)

Lake City
Lake City Mining Register, w. May 21, 1880-1885
v2 n20 (10/7/81)
Pv,eblo

Colorado Methodist, sm. (?) - (?)
v3 n2 (1/15/84) (Whole no. 50)
v3 n24 (12/15/84) (Whole no. 71)
v4 n1 (1/1/85) (Whole no. 72)
v4 n2 (1/15/85) (Whole no. 73)
v4 n5 (3/1/85) (Whole no. 77)
Pueblo Chieftain, d. 1872-to date
no v no n (7/25/85)

Trinidad
Trinidad Daily Advertiser, a, 1882-1917 (?)
v3 n173 (7/24/85)
Trinidad Daily News, d. 1881-1899
v3n265 (9/29/83)
Trinidad Review, w. 1883-(?)
v1 n7 (1/12/84)--n48 (10/25/84)
Missing: n8, 12-18, 20-26, 28-29, 33-40, 42-45.
Trinidad Weekly Advertiser, (Eng. & Span.f)
w. 1882(?)-1900(?)
v1 n44 (10/22/83)
v2 n7 (2/4/84) (Spanish section)
Trinidad Weekly News, w. 1878-1899
v4 n8 (9/29/81)

KANSAS
A rkamsas City
The Oklahoma Chief, w. 1883(?) -1886 (?)
v3 n15 (4/23/85)

Caldwell
The Caldwell Post, w. 1879-1883
v3 n38 (9/22/81)
v3 n39 (9/29/81)
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Garden City
Daily Sentinel, d. 1886-1888 (?)
v3 n1 (1/1/88) (Whole no. 623)
v3 n50 (2/28/88) (Whole no. 671)
Lawrence
Lawrence Daily Journal, d. 1879-1911
v16 n173 (7/24/85)
v16 n211 (9/8/85)
Western Home Journal, w. 1869-1885
v15 whole no. 380 (1/24/84)
v15 whole no. 798 (7/3/84)
Leavenworth
Democratic Standard, w. 1880-1900 (?)
v11 n571 (9/28/81)
v12 n572 (10/5/81)
Leavenworth Times, d. 1857-to date
n~ 9096 (8/21/81)

(

Lindaburg
Lindsburg Localist, w. 1879-1883 (?)
. v3 n26 (10/6/81)
Newton
Golden Gate, w. 1879-1882(?)
v3 n8 (9/28/81)
Sterling
Sterling Gazette, w. 1876-1891
v10 n16 (4/23/85)

Topeka
Daily Commonwealth, d. 1869-1888
n3644 (9/29/81); n3845 (12/27/81); n3861 (9/20/81);
n3862 (9/21/81); n3863 (9/22/81); n3864 (9/23/81);
n3866 (9/25/81); n3867 (9/27/81); n3946 (12/28/81);
n4428 (7/12/83); n4449 (8/5/83); n4641 (3/5/84);
n4672 (4/10/84); n4674 (4/12/84); n4753 (7/13/84);
n4773 (8/17/84); n5018 (5/31/85); n6052 (11/5/85);
n6130 (1/28/86);
Topeka Daily Capital, d. 1879-to date
v4 n137 (5/17/82)--n254 (9/26/82)
Missing: n138-232, 234-239, 241, 245-250, 252-253.
Wakeeney
Western Kansas World, w. 1879 cto date
Seventh Year n52 (2/20/86)

J
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Wayne
Wayne Register, w. 1885-1887(?)
v1 n8 (7/25/85)--n14 (9/5/85)
Missing: n12-13.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Albuquerque Opinion, w. July, 17 (?) -1886 (?)
v1 n1 (7/17/86)--n60 (11/3/86)
Missing: n2-6, 8-12, 14-16, 26-57.
Bernalillo County Democrat (Span. & Eng.)
no v no n (10/28/86)
College Advocate
v1 n2 (12/89)
Daily Citizen d. 1886-1933
[Note: Title varies]
v1 n38 (10/8/86)--n64 (4/8/86)
Missing: n54, 58-60, 62-63
v2 n177 (4/10/88)
v2 n152 (3/12/88)
v2 n185 (4/19/88)
Albuquerque Daily Democrat, d. 1880-1905
v1 n174 (9/21/82)--n228 (11/22/82)
Missing: n175-176, 178-183, 185-187, 189, 192,
194-209, 211-215, 218, 221-227.
v2 n90 (6/16/83)
v2 n305 (3/26/84)
. v3 n21 (3/27/84)--n202 (10/25/84)
[Note: Becomes Albuquerque Evening Democrat.]
Missing: n22, 24-25, 27-201.
Albuquerque Daily Journal
see Albuquerque Morning Journal
La Estrella Mejicana (Span.)
v1 n3 (10/11/90)
Evening Citizen, d. ex. -Sun, 1886-1907
v1 n38 (10/8/86) 0 n64 (4/8/86)
Missing: n58-60" 62-63.
v2 n177 (4/10/88)--n185 (4/19/88)
Missing: 178-151, 153-184.
Albuquerque Morning Democrat, d. 1883-1890
v5 n179 (10/6/86)--Whole n5184 (12/31/91)
Missing: numerous numbers
Albuquerque Morning Journal, d. 1880-to date
[Note: Title varies.]
v1 n53 (12/27/80)
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v2 n261 (9/1/82)--n299 (10/15/82)
Missing: 262-276, 280-283, 286, 290-292, 294-296.
v3 n8 (11/9/82)--n131 (4/5/83)
Missing: 10, 15-16, 18-30, 33-130.
v4 n53 (1/4/84)--n254 (8/31/84)
Missing: numerous numbers
v5 n45 (1/1/85)
v6 n94 (2/28/85)
v6 n207 (7/23/85)
v7 n134 (4/25/86)
v7 n140 (5/2/86)
v8 n27 (11/20/87)
27th yr (10/1/05)--(12/31/05)
28th yr (1/3/06)--(3/31/06)
28th yr (7/1/06)--(9/29/06)
29th yr (1/3/07)--(3/31/07)
29th yr (7/1/07)--(9/30/07)
30th yr (7/2/08)--(9/30/08)
The News, (Eng. & Span.) , w. (?), (?)-(?)
v1 n37 (10/2/86)
v(?) n(?) (10/9/86)
Revista de Albuquerque, (Span.) , w. 1881(?)-(?)
v1 n3 (10/1/81)
Rio Grande Valley Irrigator, w. 1887-1888.
v1 n1 (9/17/87)
v1 n2 [sic] (11/12/87)
Albuquerque Review, w. 1870-1882
v13 n49 (9/29/81)

.

Cerrilloe
Beacon, w. 1891-1892
v1 n1 (6/20/91)
Los Cerrillos Rustler, w. 1888-1892
v1 n19 (11/30/88)--n21 (12/14/88)
v3 n8 (9/5/90)--n52 (7/3/91)
Missing: n12, 16, 20-25, 27-39.
v4 n1 (7/10/91)--n34 (12/25/91) [VVith n3 became
"The Rustler."]
Missing: n12, 23.

Clayton

Enterprise, w. 1888-1892
v1 n1 (5/17/88)--n25 (11/1/88)
Missing: n7, 9, 14, 18-23
v2 n23 (10/18/89)
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Chama

Northwest New Mexican, w. 1884 ( ?) -1898
v4 n42 (4/28/88)
v4 n46 (5/26/88)

Deming
Headlight, w. 1882-to date
v2 n254 (7/23/85)
v9 n21 (9/7/89)-n38 (1/4/90)
v10 n2 (1/11/90)-n48 (11/29/90)
v11 n15 (4/11/91)-n52 (12/26/91)
Missing: n27, 42.
Tribune, w. 1883-1885 (?)
v1 n24 (3/6/84)-n49 (8/28/84)
[Became "The Deming Tribune and Lake Valley
Herald" during 1884.)
Missing: n28-48.
v2 n13 (12/18/84)--n43 (7/16/85)
Missing: n35-36.
Gallup
Gallup Gleaner, sw. 1888-1905
v1 n1 (8/4/88)-n16 (11/17/88)
Missing: n7, 9, 11, 13-14.
Lakf! Valley
Lake Valley HeTald, w. 1889(?)-(?)
v1 n1 (10/5/89)
Las Cruces
Rio "Grande Republican, w. 1881-1914
•
v1 n19 (9/24/81)
v2 n13 (8/19/82)
v2 n25 (11/11/82)
v3 n23 (10/27/83)--n49 (4/26/84)
Missing: n25, 28-29, 31-37, 39, 45-47.
v4 n1 (5/24/84)--n49 (4/25/85)
Missing: n2-3, 6, 9, 13-20, 23-26, 32, 38, 46.
Las Vegas
Chihuahua Enterprise see Mills' Mexico
Chronicle (Eng. & Span.) w. 1884-1886
v1 n1 (10/3/84)--n52 (5/2/85)
[Note: became "The Chronicle" with n28 and changed
from daily to weekly and to v4, probably by error.)
v5 n1 (5/9/85)--n52 (5/6/86)
v6 n 1 (5/13/86)-n7 (6/24/86)
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Clarin Mexicano (Span.) w. [?J 1890-(?)
["Publicado bajo los auspicios de la Comision Central del
Partido del Pueblo Unido."J
[(10/23/90)J
Cachiporrita (Span. & Eng.) bi-w, 1890- (?)
["Del Condado de San Miguel"J
v1 n2 (10/8/90)--n9 (10/28/90)
Las Vegas Daily Gazette, d. exc. Sun. 1880-1887
v1 n223 (4/13/80)--n224 (4/i4/80)
v1 no n given (7/7/80)
v2 n3 (7/27 /80--n307 (6/30/81)
Missing: n4-25, 27, 45, 222, 223.
v3 n65 (9/20/81)--n352 (8/29/82)
Missing: n66-73, 149-268, 270, 300.
v4 n41 [l?J (8/31/82)--n304 (3/31/83)
'Missing: n67-230
v5 n222 (1/3/84)--n296 (3/30/84)
v13 n155 (1/9/86)--n288 (6/6/86)
[Note: became "The Las Vegas Gazette" with n 258]
Daily Optic, d. exc, Sun., 1879-to date
1879-1891
1944-to date
[Note: for a number of undetermined years the
Optic also issued a "Weekly Optic." The Weekly
Optics in the Mills' Collection range from 1879
thru 1890.J
Democrat w. 1890-(?)
v1 n1 (5/10/90)--n23 (10/25/90)
Missing: n3-5, 7.
Eureka, m: 1879-1880
v1 n1 (Nov., 1879)--n5 (March, 1880)
Fisk's Great Southwest, m, 1881- (?)
vi n1 (Aug., 1881)
v2 niO (Nov., 1882)
v3 n4 (April, 1886)--n5 (May, 1886)
Fitzgerrell's Guide to New Mexico [not dated},
v8 n46 (1884?)
v8 n49 (1885?)
La Gaceta
see .Las Vegas Gazette
Las Vegas Gazette (Eng. & Span.), w. 1872-1887
[Note: Title varies, "Sunday Gazette"J
v7 n19 whole n331 (7/26/79)
v8 n17, whole n384 (7/10/80)
El Independiente, w. (Span.) 1894-to. date
[Note: Published in Albuquerque since 1932.J
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v12 n1 (3/16/05)--n51 (3/2/06)
v13- n1 (3/15/06)--n43 (11/29/06)
v14 n1 (2/7/97)--n51 (1/23/08)
Las Vegan w. Sept. 1935-(?) See also Morning Las Vegan
v4 n38 (1/24/36)
Mills Investors Review, m 1887-(?)
vI n1 (Oct., 1887)--n10 (July, 1888)
Mills Mexico m. 1882 (?)--1884 (?)
vI n1 (12/15/82)
v2 n3 (6/1/84)
[Note: masthead gives Chihuahua as place of publication
but editorial page gives Las Vegas as publisher's office,
. place of publication, and mailing address during part of
existence.]
[Note: title -varies, known as Chihuahua Enterprise
until v2 n2.]
Morning Las Vegan, bi-w. 1932-Sept. 1935.
see also: Las Vegan
vI n72 (8/18/33)
News, w. 1886-(?)
vI n1 (4/15/87)--n52 (4/7/88)
v2 n1 (4/14/88)--n37 (12/22/88)
Mining World, m. 1880(?)-1885(?)
vI n1 (Sept.,1880)--n12 (Aug., 1881)
v2 n2 (9/15/81)--n21 (8/18/82)
'v3 n1 (9/1/82)--v5 n4 (2/85)
[Note: frequency varied from bi-w. to m.]
Pilgrims Progress, q. 1887-1888
vI n1 (Winter, 1887)--n5 (Fall,1888)
[Note: two "Spring" issues were published.]
San Miguel County Republican (Eng. & Span.) bi-w., 1886-(?)
vI n1 (10/16/86)~n7 (10/30/86)
Missing: n5
San Miguel County Star (Eng. & Span.), w. 1925-(?)
v2 n24(1/3/29.)--n52 (7/18/29)
v3 n1 (7/25/29--n19 (11/28/29)
v4 n25 (1/1/31)--n52 (7/16/31)
v5 n1 (7/23/31)--n25 (12/31/31)
v6 n25 (1/12/33)--n52(?) (7/27/33)
v7 n2 (8/17/33)--n30 (12/28/33)
Missing: n4, 12-13, 19, 22, 25, 26.
[Note: misnumbering is extreme.]
Weekly Optic
See Daily Optic
La Voz del Pueblo (Span.), w. 1889-1925
[Published in Santa Fe previous to June 14, 1890]
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v1 n1 (2/2/89)--v30 n52 (1/18/19)
Missing: v8, 18, 25.
Las Vegas Sunday Courier (Eng. & Span.) w.
v1'n1 (7/8/88)--n25 (12/23/88)

Lincoln
The Golden Era, w. 1880-1885
v5 n44 (10/8/85)
The Lincoln Independent, w. 1880-1895
v6 n43 (9/30/86)--n49 (11/11/86)
Missing: n44
Mesilla
News (Eng. & Span.}, w. 1873-1884
v8 n5 (9/24/81)
v8 n46 (10/1/81)
v9 n40 (8/19/82)--n47 (10/7/82)
Missing: n41-42, 44.
~
v10 n50 (10/6/83)
Mora
La Cronica d Mora, (Eng. and Span.}, w. (?)-(?)
Torno 17 No. 49 (English section: v2 n13) (9/5/89)--n52
(English section: n16) (9/28/89)
Torno 18 No.1 (English section: v2 n17) (10/5/89)-n9 (English section; n25) (11/30/89)
EI Eco de Mora (Span.) , w. 1890-(?)
Torno 1 no 1 (6/10/90)--n24 (11/22/90)
The Mora Echo, w. 1890-(?)
v1 n1 (6/10/90)--n24 (11/22/90)
La Gaceta de Mora (Eng. and Span.) , w. .1890-(?)
Torno 1 no 1 (3/27/90)--n32 (11/6/90)
Missing: n2-12, 14, 17-18, 23, 25-28, 30-3!.
Mora County Star (Eng. and Span.) , w. 1930-(?)
v4 n2 (6/19/30)--n29 (12/25/30)
v4 n30 (1/1/31)--n52 (6/4/31)
v5 n1 (6/11/31)--n30 (12/31/31)
Nogal
The Nogal Nugget, w. 1887-1891
v1 n42 (5/25/88)--n52 (8/2/88)
Missing: n48
v2 n1 (8/9/88)--n14 (11/8/88)
Missing: n4
Raton
Cornet, w. 1881-1886
v5 n49 (7/23/86)
v5 n52 (8/13/86)

L
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v6 n2 (8/27/86)
v6 n12 (11/5/86)
v6 n13 (11/12/86)
v6 n16 (12/3/86)
Daily Independent, d. ex. Mon. 1883-1898
v2 n60 (7/4/84)
v3 n76 (7/24/85)
v4 n128 (10/11/86)--n146 (11/3/86)
Missing: n129-130, 141-142.
Weekly Independent, w. (?) - ( ?)
v3 n44 (10/9/86)--n47 (10/30/86)
v5 n5 (12/3/87)--n53 (11/3/88)
v6 nl (11/10/88)--n29 (5/25/89)
Missing: nl1-12, 17, 26.

Roswell
Pecos Valley Register, w. 1888-1890
v2 n10 (1/30/90)

San Marcial
Reporter, w. 1886-1893
v2 n9 (1/7/88)--n52 (11/3/88)
Missing: numerous numbers
v3 n1 (11/10/88)--n25 (4/27/89)
Missing: numerous numbers

San Pedro
Golden 9, w. 1889- (?)
vI n8 (9/5/89)--n22 (12/12/89)
Missing: n9, 12-13, 15-17, 19, 2l.
v2 n6 (2/6/90)
v2 n42 (10/19/90)

Santa Fe
Daily Democrat, d.' ex. Sun. 1880-1892
vI n73 (3/27/82)
vI n105 (5/3/82)
. v.l n111 (5/11/82)
EI Boletin Popular (Span.), w. 1885-1910
v2 nl (10/21/86)
.
v2 n2 (10(28(86)
v3 n14 (1/19/88)--n50 (9(27(88)
Missing: n20, 26-40.
The Daily Herald, d. ex. Sun. 1888-1890
vI n4 (7/28/88)--n93 (11(10(88)
Missing: 2-29, 44, 88.
Santa Fe Daily New Mexican,d. ex.' Sun. 1849-1883; 1885-to
date

CHECKLIST
v22 n198 (10/10/85)
v22 n199 (10/12/85)
v27·n241 (12/3/90)--n340 (3/31/91)
Missing: 246, 252-254, 258, 260, 296, 313-314
v31 n192 (10/2/94)
Santa Fe Daily Sun, d. 1890- (?)
v1 n1 (12/30/90)--n44 (2/25/91)
The Free Lance, w. 1887-1890
v1 n1 (6/28/89)--v1 n3 (7/16/89)
The Santa Fe Herald, w. 1888-(?)
v1 n1 (1/21/88)--n50 (12/29/88)
Missing: 18, 46, 48.
The Military Review, w. 1881-(?)
v1 n14 (10/1/81)
Santa Fe New Mexican Review, d. 1881(?)-(?)
v2 n108 (7/3/83)--n344 (4/5/84)
Missing: numerous numbers
v3 n41 (4/7/84)--n221 (12/9/84)
Missing: numerous numbers
Santa Fe Sun, w. 1890-1895
v1 n5 (2/1/90)--n47
Missing: 6-7, 11, 16
v2 n10 (3/7/91)--n51 /52/ (12/26/91)
Missing: 28, 38, 43.
.
v1 n48 (11/29/90)--n52 (12/27/90)
.Weekly New Mexican, w. Oct. 1868-1883
19th yr. no. 40 (10/3/81)

Silver City
Mining Chronicle, w. 1880-1883
v2 n10 (9/29/81)
SOC01'TO

The Black Range, w. 1882-(?)
v1 n26 (10/6/82)
v2 n30 (11/2/83)--n51 (3/28/84)
Missing: 31, 34, 40-41, 45-46
v3 n2 (4/18/84)--n41 (1/16/85)
Missing: 16-17, 22, 30-40.
v5 n13 (7/2/86)--n52 (4/1/87)
Missing: n14, 17-19, 22-23, 26, 36, 38-50.
v6 n1 (4/8/87)--n55 (4/20/88)
Missing: n2-28, 32, 35-38,40,42-50,52-54.
v7 n4 (1) (4/27/88)--n47 (2/22/89)
Missing: n5-7, 12-16, 21-37, 40-41.
v8 n17 (7/26/89)
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Bullion, w. 1883-1888
v1 n14 (7/25/85)
v3 n27 (10/24/85)-n40 (1/23/86)
Missing: 28,32,36,37,39.
v3 n42 (2/6/86)-n52 (4/17/86)
v4 n1 (4/28/86)-n52 (4/16/87)
Missing: numerous numbers
v5 n1 (4/23/87)-n51 (4/7/88)
Missing: 20, 2'4, 47
Bullion Bulletin (lp) Wed. evening (9/8/86)
The Socorro Chieftain, w. 1882-to date (part time)
v1 n4 (5/29/84)-n18 (9/4/84)
Missing: 11-15,17.
v2 n137 (3/25/86)
v3 n52 (7/1/86)-n240 (2/11/87)
Missing: numerous numbers
v4 n372 (7/27/87)-n630 (5/23/88)
Missing: Numerous numbers
v5 n62 (8/14/88)-n86 (9/11/88)
Missing: numerous numbers
Socorro Star, w. 1884-(?)
v1 n39 (11/25/84)
Socorro Sun. w. 1880- (?)
v1 n19 (11/27/80)-n39 (4/16/81)
Missing: 20-22, 25, 28-29, 32-38.
v2 n10 (9/24/81)
v2 n11 (10/1/81)
The Daily Sun. 1880-(?)
v3 n91 (4/16/84)
The Socorro Times, w. 1888- (?)
v1 n4 (1/21/88)-n51 (12/15/88)
Missing: 5,8,20,22,25,29-30, 38, 50.
lv2 n2 (1/12/89)
v1 n4 (10/18/88)-n19 (11/5/88)
The Socorro Union (Span. & Eng.), w. 1887-(?)
v1 n9 (3/3/87)-n11 (3/17/87)
Weekly Miner, w. 1881-(?)
v1 n23 (9/22/81)
Metodista Neo Mexicano, (Span.) , m. (?) 1885 (?) - (?)
v2 n2 (Nov., 1886)

Springer
Colfax County Stockman, w. 1882-1929
v4 n15 (7/24/85),
v5 n7 (5/20/86)-n44 (2/19/87)
Missing: n8-13, 16-26, 30-43.

\
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v7 n1 (4/21/87)
v7 n27 (10/20/88)

Taos
, EI Heraldo de Taos (Span.) , w. 1884-1889
v4 n33 (3/10/88)--n49 (6/30/88)
v5 n1 (7/7/88)--n23 (12/15/88)
Missing: n2-3.
The Taos Valley Herald, w. 1884-1890
v5 n2 (9/30/89)--n20 (2/8/90)
Missing: n9, 14, 16.

Wagon Mound
EI Combate (Eng. and Span.) w. (?)- (?)
v? n? (7/7/11)--v? n? (12/22/11)
v? n? (1/19/12)--v? n? (12/28/12)
[Note: irregularly numbered]
Watrous
Mora County Pioneer, w. 1881-1885
v5 n9 (8/8/85)
White Oaks
Lincoln County Leader, w. 1882-1894
v2 n47 (9/6/84)
v3 n52 (10/10/85)
v3 n41 (7/25/85)
v4 n37 (6/26/85)
v5 n3 (10/23/86)
v5 n4 (10/30/86)
v6n4 (10/29/87)--n45 (8/11/88)
Missing: numerous numbers
v8 n20 (2/22/90)
v9 n7 (11/15/90)
Golden Era, w. 1880-1884
vI n42 (9/29/81)
v2 n36 (8/17/82)--n47 (11/2/82)
v4n10 (2/14/8~)--n22 (5/8/84)
Missing: nIl.

TEXAS
Brownsville
Daily Cosmopolitan, d. 1876- (?)
v5 n164 (3/4/84)

1
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Galveston
The Opera Glass, w. 1879-1915 (1)
v6 n46 (3/15/85)
Rockport
Arkansas Pass Beacon, w. 1888- (1)
vI n2 (7/17/88)--n28 (12/31/88)
Missing: n24-27
San Angelo
San Angelo Standard, w.1884-to date
v4 n 211 (5/12/88)

MEXICO
Durango
Durango Tribune (Eng.)
vI n1 (12/27/83)
La Tribuna de Durango (Span.)
v'l n1 (12/27/83)

I

Notes and Documents
"SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (INS)-Col. Martin L. Crimmins, a retired
army officer who soldiered with Teddy Roosevelt's rough riders of the
Spanish-American war fame, died Saturday at San Antonio. He_was 77 r
years old.
Col. Crimmins also was recognized for his work in developing a
serumfor rattle snake bite. During experiments he submittedrepeatedly
to innoculations of venom.
Death cameto the old soldierat Brooke army hospital wherehe was
taken Wednesday after he suffered a heart attack."
-Albuquerque Tribune, February 6, 195~
Col. Crimmins was an early contributor to the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW.
'

The photograph of the Herald Publishing Company letter
was supplied by the Federal Abstract Co., Santa Fe, New
Mexico. The original is filed in the papers of the Piedra Lumbre land grant, General Land Office, Santa Fe.

The first installment of the Bent Papers was published in
the July, 1954, number of the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL
REVIEW. The introduction carried a misstatement. Charles
Bent was not a student in the Military Academy of the
United States at West Point.
28 September 1954
Dear Mr. Reeve:
The Register of Graduates and Former Cadets does not
list Charles Bent as having been admitted or enrolled at the
United States Military Academy before 1846.
Sincerely yours,
SIDNEY FORMAN
Archivist
United States Military Academy
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THE CHARLES

BE~T

PAPERS

(Continued)
Taos February 26th 1841
Mr Alvaras
Sir
I send you by Beaubeans man 7 vollums of the Frentch Voiges
they are not suxsesive vollums, but that makes but little difference
as each containes the history of one or more countrys, Beaubean and
Le Roux seleceted such at the fort as the[y] wished
I send you by this conveyence 1 Keg Powder and 10lb Coffee for
General Armijo, which you will have th goodness to deliver him for me.
I also send to Scolly24 one Vial Elexer of Love tell the old gentlemen not to interfear with the arangements of your self and other
young men, for no' doubt he will be able by the use of a little of this,
to raise himself verry high in the estemation of the lady's, altho he
has, always enjoied a large sheare of faim with the fair. I wish you
would send me by the barrer I Almou 25 of Dryed Grapes
Since I wrote you last Workman has presented himself to the
Justice, he was ordered to confine himself to his house, since when I
have not heard from him.
Yours Respectffully
Chas Bent
P. S. I have requested Beaubean to wright to N Qlan 26 to call on
Campbell to get the Traps and should he have not bean able to procure them for the price I limited him at, I have directed to take 10
of them at $5 pr [per] which you will have the goodness to pay for·me.
Mr Beaubean men have gon to the plasair.s" he himself will be in
Santafe the first of weak after next, 'at which time I will send you 'the
money for the Traps.
I
CB
24. John Bcolly was a leading merchant in Santa Fe. He became a Mexican citizen
despite trouble with the authorities over tax matters, For sketch and bibliography see
Webb, Adventures . • . , p. 93, 97 note. Also documents printed in Read, IUustrated
History • • . , p. 4121f.
25. Almud-"a.dry measure, about Q.8 of a liter."
26. Probably the proprietor of the Noland House, a well known tavern in Independence, Mo. The first name varies in the accounts. It is Southwood Noland in
Travels in Search of the E16phant: the Wanderings of Alfred S. Waugh . • • , edited
by John Francis McDermott, n. 96 note, quoting the Missouri Republic, July 3, 1846.
But Smallwood in Webb, Adventures • • • , P. 131 note, with bibliography. St. Louis:
'Missouri Historical Society, 1951.
27. , Plasair: Bent is referring to the placer gold .mines northeast of Albuquerque,
New· Mexico.

,----
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Taos March 15th 1841
Mr M Alvaras
Sir
I received youres of the 9th inclosing a note for collection on
Le Roux. I presented it yesterday, he sayes he has not the monyat
this time, but so soone as the traders from Sonora and Chihuahua get
in he will settle it.
-Long John told me he was to pack your Barly to Saritafe, it
shall be redy for him whenever he calls for it, and should an opportunity offer before he goes I shall send it.
I received letters from the fort yesterday. the Aripihoes ar
determined to make war on theas people, if thare people are not returned to them, If they should carry this thret into effect, they will
play the devle with the frontear setlements. Thare will be collected on
the Arkansas River this sumer not less than one thousand Lodges
-of Indians. the mexicans may think them a contemptable enime, but
they will find to thare sorrow when too late that' those Indians are
more formadable than any they have had to compeate with for a
long time, they are numerias, and will armed. The Chyans will joine
them thare is no doubt, and you know that theas have always had the
reputation of being the most formadable warriors of the North, they
are the Terrior of all surrounding nations, and will be verry apt to
make theas people repent of having made enimies of them. Thare was
thirty one Cumanchies arived at' the fort on the 4th of this month,
they have made peas with uss and, the Aripihoes, thare Lodges willbe on the Arkansas about the 10 or 15th of Aprill. If theas people doe
not consiliate the Aripihoes the company that are on the eave of
leaving Santafe for Missouri had better be verry cautious for they
will no doubt fall in with the Cumanchies on or near the Simerone 28
and should they not be thare, they will verry likely fall in with partys
on thare way from one village to the other. Mr Dryden 29 does not'
know when he will be able to visit Santafe.
Since Wrighting this I have sean Le Roux he has requested me to
pay you the mony. Mr Beaubean will pay you $77.50 the principal with
13 months Interest.
If you know what that mighty man Juan Vigil is about pleas let
uss know, we are geting somewhat anctious to have the light of his
countanance amongst uss again, he sayed before he left he are that
he would not be satisfyed untill he had me publicly whiped. I am told
(how true I doe not say) that before he left he are he armed himself
28. The Dry Cimarron creek in northeastern New Mexico where the Santa Fe
trail Jay.
29. Probably WiIIiam G. Dryden, A Texan commissioner in Santa Fe who tried
to do the ground work for the Texan-Santa Fe expedition. NElw MElXICO HISTORICAL
REVIEW, 14 :251. He is mentioned in official records as attorney for the widow Branch,
January 27, 1841. Bloom in Old Santa Fe, 2 :186 note.
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with a Bauie Knife and a pair of Hasemans sv Pistoles Intending as
he sayed, of sending me, one heritic to the devle. I met him twise but
he was as meake as a lamb, I had not then heard of his threat. but
as I am now clear of the first scrape with him, I am now redy for
an other If he feales so disposed, and I assure him if he makes any
more fals representations against me, and I can find it out, he will
get [word unreadable] again, not withstanding his Bauie Knife, and
Pistoles. He had I am told endeavored before leaving heare to get sum
Publo Indians to take up his cause, and doe what he dare not attempt
t~ kill uss.
If he is not satisfyed with what he had of Workman. I think
that W. would be right glad to setle the affair, in the maner, thare
was a similer affair setled in Sonoro, onse, (I am told), posibly you
may have heard of the circumstance, and can refer it to this case.
At all events If Juan Vigil is not satisfyed I am redy to give him
any satisfaction one Gentleman can ask of an other. I doe not mean by
this to insult him by calling him a gentleman, he is not entitled to
the apalation, and posibly he may have to answer again for- his missdeades, without seaking for satisfaction in the way I allude to, his
conduct he are after will be my guide, all men are entitled to thare
pay, for thare labor
Give my best respects to your Unkle. Scolly, & Al31 and accept my
best wishes for youre self & madam.
Youres Respectfully
ChasBent

.

Taos March 22nd 1841
Mr Alvaras
Sir
Lee and Vigil have reported he are, that thare was to be a change
in the officers of the Custom House. You will pleas enquire of the
governor if this be the fact, my object in making this enquirery is to
aprise any friendes I may me ate this spring on thare way out with
goodes you know that verry perticular enquire will be made on this
subject by those destined for this province with goodes, I believe that
a change will not be agreable, and more perticularly if the new officers
are to be sent from Mexico as the reporters state; my one oppinion
is thez traders generally had rather that, that office should remane
under the controle of Armijo and those that now manage it. It canot
be expected that thare will be the same frankness on the part of the
'new officers (that has bean manifested by the present ones) neather
will thare be the same confid~nce on the part of the trade[r]s that has
hertefore existed.
80. Hasemans Pistols: I have no knowledge of such a trade name. Maybe Bent
was intending to write "horsemens" pistols.
81. The manuscript is torn at this spot.
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Lee and the Ayres [heirs] of Branch have come to the conclution to
appoint two persons to setIe thare bussiness. I have bean named by
Lee & Roland'< by the Ayres of Branch, but I believe that this arangement does not pleas Vigil. I am told he has thretend Lee with the power
L, has given him. but I believe that Lee nead not be the least uneasy
on that subject. Lee can say to him, sir you have served me untill
this time with my consent, but from this forward I doe not nead your
service. I think it more than likely that Vigil will scare Lee out of
this mode of setlement, as it is not attall to the interest of Vigil to
have it done in that way, it imeadiably debares him from geting any
more fees,
I purchased Lees Beaver at 33 pr lb It fell far short in weight
as he had weighed it he made it 382 lbs I had it well beat, and dryed
it only weighed after cleaning 365 lbs. Thare are several person from
hear called to Santafe I presume (as you state in your last) for the
purpus of consulting, respecting the policy of making war on the
Cumanchies, Theas people by all means should not be drawn into war
with any indians of the planes, they are too numerias and well armed,
they will be found a verry different enime from the Apachies and
Nabijos,
On the night of the 20 thare ware four men armed (so says
report) went to Manuel Andress, that lives betwean this place an
cordova Town, in serch of Juan Vigil, but he made his escape before
they got to the house as the dogs gave notice of thare coming, theas
men it is said ware disguised. I have heard that Vigil left nearly naked
and crosed the prairie to the Del Norte, and laid thare all day a
Sunday and that night he went to cordova Town and from thear he
was brought to the A,.lcaldi, he is he are now and has asked the Alcaldi
for an escorte to take him out of the vally. but sir you must know
that thare is an order he are from the Perfect to remit Juan Vigil
imiadiately to the reo arriba and posibly this escort, is to take him safe
to that place.
I think that Juan Vigil will be heartely tired of the vally of Taos
if he is scarte onse or twice more, I think if he gets fairly away this
time; he will be verry apt to ceape away.
I wish you would have the goodness to hand the package that
accompanies this, to Mr Rider it is directed to the Circuit Court of
St Louis Co, it contanes depositions which I was comittioned to take in
this country You will request him to be verry perticular, and deliver
it to the Clerk of said Court. Give me all the nuse in your next.
, Youres Respectfully
Chas Bent
32. John R. Rowland emigrated to California with William Workman in 1841 for
similar reasons. He had been a long established resident in New Mexico. The Life and
Adventures of George Nideoer, P. 116, note 142.
33. I cannot read this price figure.
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Taos March 29th 1841

Mr Alvaras
Sir
You will have the goodness to forward the enclosed letter to the
U. States if not too late and if thare is no opportunity of sending it
you will pleas send it back to me.
I have heard that you had some doubts about the draft Lee sent
dawn, from the maner in which it was drawn. They are duplicates
and one being paid renders the other nul and void. Lee has handed
me the second. draft to be retained by me for you in case you pay the
first.
I have heard heare that the Govenor is under the impresion that I
am more interested in having the Aripiho prisiners returned than the
indians themselves If this be his impresion he is much mistaken. It will
be more to my advantage,if the Mexicans canot go and trade with
theas Indians, they always bring more or less Robes when they go,
all of which I shall naw trade and the more animals they steal the more
they will have to sell and at lower prices, so you se that war betwean
the Mexicans an them would be to my advantage. I gave the information respecting the disposition of theas Indians because I felt it my
duty so to doe and I can assure him I had not the most distant idea of
deriving any benifit from thare being returned. From this forward
I shall be verry careful haw I intrude myself by giving information
if it should come to my Knollidge of any disaster that may befall theas
people. Since they atribute my conduct in so doing to so Iowa purpos.
If theas Indians should defeat the present company on thare way in
which they are well able to doe, and should rob them of some 80,000 or
100,000 Dollars, I have no doubt but that I could get the whole amount
for 15 or 20 Thousand Dollars worth of goodes, this would be much to
my interest, and If I was so much interested for myself, I should be
exerting myself to detain the prisoners whare they are, well knowing
that this will be the cause of war betwean them and theas people.
Youres Respectfully
C Bent
P. S. Lee request me to say to you that should Robadoux not
attend to his bussiness with Robertson that you would have the goodness to examin the papers of his that you have in your possesion, and
show Mr Robertson his letter to Mr Lee in whare he he [sic] clames
a much smaller amount than that he compelled Lee to pay him, and he
wishes you to try and secure the surplus he paid him
CB
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Fort William Aprile 30th 1841
Mr M Alvaras
Sir '
I reached heare on the 26th without any difficulty. we have made
a fine trade last winter. I. found our people redy to start for Missouri;
Our Wagons 18 in number left this morning. I think I shall be in St
Louis with our pelltzs by the 10th June unless some unforesean axident
befalls uss.The Aripihoes are incamped on the Animas 3 4 thare was
a war party of them returned to the vilage a fue dayes since with 8
Spanish scelpes, 10 Horses. 2 Guns &c they ware Killed some whare
east of the mountains, the war party was out about 15 dayes, from this
I judge the war has comenced, and no doubt they will kill all Mexicans
they can, The nation was much disapointed in not receiving thare
prisoners by me, they I have no doubt will, so soone as thare ari.imels
get in order make an atack on some part of the frontear of New Mexico. From what I can lern I think they intend attacking. on the river
Pacas [Pecos], or posibly in the vicinity of St Magill [St. Miguel].
The Aripihoes will listen to uss no longer, when we sollicit them to
ceape peas, with the Mexicans they say we have deceived them, that
wE1 have prevented them from Killi[n]g Spaniardes, under the pretext
that thare peoples would be sent out to them. Montaro takes your Rifle
to Taos, I have had it put in order.
Youres Respectfully
Chas Bent
Taos October 22nd 1841
Mr Alvarass
Sir, I reached he are last eavening. I have nothing strange to
comunicate, all is well heare. I have enquired of the Publo Indians
whare the Eutaws ware they tell me they are at the Hecorico,3t1 or at
the Cerea Grandi 36 Mr Beaubean will hand you this pleas fin enclosed
the Draft on Messers P Chauteau jr 37 Its for $1050 the amount I am
indebted to you for. You will·receive a letter for John Bent who may
be of assistance to you in the way of introducing you to some persones
. who can give you 'letters to the heades of the departments at Washington. You will pleas take chargs of the letters I send for the U States
34. The Rio de las Animas Perdidas-'I1te River of Lost Souls-rises in the hills
west of Trinidad. Colorado. and flows eastward into the Arkansas river. In French, it
is called the Purgatoire which was corrupted to Picketwire by Amer-icana,
35. I suppose Bent is trying to write Jicarilla (Apache Indian tribe).
36. There is a Sierra Grande (Big Mountain) just southwest of present-day Desmoines, New Mexico, a settlement in northeastern New Mexico. This is near the Santa
Fe trail by way of the Dry Cimarron.
37. Pierre Chouteau, Jr., a younger brother of Auguste Chouteau, early traders.
to the plains Indians.
'
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You will pleas present this Draft for acceptance on youre arivall in
St Louis.
Since comencing this I have made further enquires, I find that
the Eutaws are near the wagon Road,38 and should you go that way
be on your gard, they are great rascals.
Youre friend
C Bent
Taos 4th September 1842
Mr M Alvaras
Sir
Pleas let me know by the first opportunity wether I could procure
one or two Thousand Dollars on a draft on St Louis, of any of you
Gentlemen of Santafe.
Thare is an American Gentlemen he are, a native of Pennsylvania,
about thirty yeares of age, by the name of Thomas Biggs,39 who wishes
to procure a pasport for California, so far as I have acquaintence with
hime, he is a worthy man, and one I have no hesitation in vouching for
his good behavior You will pleas doe me the favor to procure him a
pasport if posible, and forward it to me, let me know the cost and I
will refund you the mony. I shall visit Santafe so soone as I setle
with Robadaux.w he goes dawn I expect, to try and get some person
to lone him mony payable in St Louis, he owes a greadeal of mony in
the U States I know.
Youres Respectfully
C Bent
[Endorsement on back of letter]: al Sefior- D. Manuel Alvarez en
Sta fee favor de D. Ants. Robidoux.
88. Referring to the Santa Fe trail via the Dry Cimarron.
89. "Thomas Biggs, not to be confused with Thomas Boggs, was a trader at Fort
Laramie in 1837.-0sborne Russell, Journal of a Trapper, p, 81-82. "Doc" Newell, in
his "Memorandum of Robert Newell's Travels in the Territory of Missouri, 1829-1840"
(typed copy of manuscript in Oregon Historical Society library), says that Biggs,
trading for Vasquez, arrived at Brown's Hole on September 25, 1839. E. W. Smith
(Colorado Magazine, XXVII,·179, 181) states that Biggs was a trader for Sublette and
Vasquez and that he set out from Brown's Hole in January, 1840, upon his return to
the South Platte:'
This descriptive note from LeRoy R. Hafen, "Fort Davy Crockett, Its Fur Men
and Visitors, The Colorado Magazine, XXIX, No. I, January 1952, p. 19.
40. There were six Roubid;:'ux brothers, sons of Joseph Robidoux of St. Louis. The
one mentioned here was probably Antoine. For the story of his life in the southwest
see Joseph W. Hill, "Antoine Robidoux, Kingpin in the Colorado River Fur Trade,
1824-1844:' The Colorado Magazine, 7:125-182 (July, 1930). Charles resided in Taos.
Read, Illustrated History . . . , p, 366. He was listed as a member of the Taos Grand
Jury in 1847. NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 1 :25. Isidore was in Santa Fe, at least
in 1837. Read, op. eit., p, 393.
For a recent study of Antoine see William Swing Wallace, Antoine Robidoux 179.1860: a biography of a western venturer (Los Angeles: Glen Dawson. 1953).
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Taos Dec 7th.1842

Mr M Alvarase
Sir
I received a letter from Mr Watrous st dated Nov 24th in which
he says he will in a fue days pay you some money for me. I made a
small error in the bill I sent him,which you will pleas have the goodness
to point out to him. it is in the article of Brown Domestic. thus 14 ps
[pieces?] Brown domestic 438lh yds @ 22¢ caried out $86.47 it should
be $96.47. correcting this error his bill will be $10 more than his bill
shoes [shows]. The whole amount Mr Watrous' owes me is $320.06
which you will pleas receive and receipt to him for, and place to my
credit, on your Books. Mr Watrous complains of the Bleached Domestics I sent him being corse; they ware the finest I had, they are good
heavy geodes, I judge from his letter' that he wants no more at the
price I sold them to him at tharefore I shall sell to others I am offered
a fraction more by others for the same geodes, but as he told me he
should want more than I sent him I had retained them, but it is no
injury to me as the goodes are in demand,
.
Y oures Respectfully
Chas Bent

P. S. I sent you on the 30th of November by Jose Marie Valdess 42
, $2100 which I presume you received in due time.
CB
Taos September 19th 1842
Mr Alvarass
Sir
I have comenced my letter to Dr Linn, the following is a part of
the comunication
Honerable L F· Linn 43
Sir
Mr Manuel Alvaras U. S. Consule at Santafe has informed me
that it was your wish that I should designate, what point in my
opinion, would be the most sutable place, to establish a milatary post,
that would combine and offorde protection, to erne grants on thare
passage to the Origon teritory; and to our traders to New Mexico;
and at the same time hold in aw the differant Indian tribes in the
41. Samuel B. Watrous. The present-day settlement of Watrous was named for
this early New Mexico rancher.
42. Jose Marie Valdes, a resident of Taos, listed as a trial juror in 1847. NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 1 :29.

43. Lewis F. Linn. United· State Senator from Missouri, proponent of western
development.

r
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vasinity of theas two pointes, and teach them to respect the persons
and property of American citizens. In my humble Opinion some point
on the Arkansas river, betwean what is knone as the big Timbr 44 on
said river, and the foot of the Rocky Mountain, would be most sutable,
the distance following the corse of the river, is about one hundred and
twenty miles betwean theas two pointes. The junction of the Fontan
Que Biaule,45 with the Arkansas is an elijable situation for such a post,
and about equidistant from the north Platt, (the rout to the Origan)
and the Santafe trace; and at the same time in the hart of the Indian
range, in this vasinity; it also is directly on the line betwean the U. S.
and Mexico, this of its self, will be of greate advantage in preventing
the mexicans, in case of a war, from exiting the indians to comit
depredations on our fronteares. At presant the Mexicans pass over the
boundary in large partys, from one to two and sometimes as high as
three hundred men, at a time, for the purpus of trading with the
indians, and hunting; and many of them doe not scruple to exite the
indians to commit depredations on uss; this as yet, since my residence
in the country, has bean done by individuals only, I have no Knolledge
of the Authorities of New Mexico having sent emesarys amongst the
indians for this purpus; but many of the Cheafs have had sent to them
by the authorities, Collars and Staffs, a subsitute for medles.sf The
distance from Taos (the most northern setlment of New Mexico) to
the nearest point of the Arkansa River is about one hundred and
seventy miles, and from Santafe the Capital not exceading two hun- .
dred and fifty miles.
The rout up the Arkansas is not surpassed by any other natural
road that I have ever travled, for the same distance; from Indipendence
in Missouri to the foot of the mountain following the presant road, I
doe not think exceades Eight hundred miles; the trip can be performed
with loded Waggons in thirty five or forty days (Ox teams). The country betwean the North fork of Platt, and Santafe trace is inhabited
by the Chyans, and Eripihose Indians, and a part of the Sioux, Kiaways,
Cumanchies, and Apachies of the prairies; on the Mexican side of the
Arkansas we have a part of the Eutaws & Apachies of the mountain
theas last frequently pass north of the Arkansas river, and almost
invariably commit depredations on uss; I have had Ocation to com44. Big Timbers: located near present-day Lamar, Colorado; or the junction of
Willow creek and the Arkansas river. See map in Kenyon Riddle, Records and Mapa 0/
the Old Santa Fe Trail (Raton; New Mexico, 1949). A contemporary account of trading
with the Cheyenne Indians at the Big Timbers can be read in Garrard, Wah-To-Yah,
p. 47fl'.
45 The Fontaine que bouilli, or Fountain creek, flows into the Arkansas from the
north near Pueblo, Colorado.
46. Giving Indian chiefs of the southwest some symbol of authority as a means of
promoting peaceful relations with those people was practised by the Spanish government as early as the 1780's when a medal was given to a leading Comanche chief and a
Navaho chief.
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plane to the authorities of New Mexico for depredations commited by
theas indians, within thare boundaries; but have never had redress.
MrM.A.
This is a part of my intended communication to be amended and
corrected; pleas let me know how it sutes youre viewes, nothing neue
heare.
Youres Respectfully
C Bent

Taos Sept. 29th 1842
Mr M Alvarass
Sir
You will pleas doe me the favor to have the inclosed representation to the Govenor presented imeadiately, and have the same decreed
as soone as po sible, and send Blass s" back imeadiately. You will pleas
have his mule fed whilest thare. Robadaux is disposed to act the rascal
with me but I shall have my pay eather by fair or foul meanes, if the
lawes of this country will not give me justice.
This decree that the Govenor gave Robadaux is the cause of all
the difficulty, and I am surprised that he should have given such a
decree as he has. You will pleas to say to the Govenor for me that
Robadaux may have left before his decree to my representation may
get back heare and if that be the case, and he should decree that he
shall pay before he leaves the republic, pleas get him to give an order
to the justice to bring him back that he may satesfy the debt.
Youres Respectfuly
C. Bent

47. HOur expert Mexican. BIas, . . ." broke mules for the St.' Vrain" wagon train
which Garrard accompanied to New Mexico as described in Wah-To-Yah. p. 6.
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Taos October 11th 1842
Mr M. Alvarase
Sir
On the seventh Mr A Robadaux gave me Six hundred and fifty
Ibs of Beans to secure his debt to uss, which he has the privilage of
redeaming, next July in St Louis by paying uss $1788.00 in eather
Gold or Silver, he left he are on the 9th for Missouri.
Before he left he returned me a letter you had given him for
Waldo,48 he sayd he would not oblige you so much as to carry a letter
for you. I sent the letter by Teales.w I presume it will go safe. I am
told that St Vrain 50 will be he are in a fue days. haw true I canot say.
We have no nuse he are give my Respects to Scolly.
Youres Respectfully
C Bent
Taos December 25th 1842
Mr M. Alvarase
Sir
I wish you a Merry Christmas. I have not heard from the United
States, as I expected to have when I last wrote you. I atribute the
delay to the quantity of snow, but it canot be long now untill I receive
inteligense Your letters left on the 22nd for Missouri, whare I expect
they will reach without delay, the barrel' Dr Whitman 51 left heare
well prepaired ; and I think I am not mistaken when I tell you I
believe him to be a man, not to be stoped by trifles.
Mr Beauben has bean appointed justice of this place, our good
priest apeares to take the credit to himself for the appointment, he
has as much as said he recomended him for appointment, all of which I
doe not believ, I doubt verry much if he had bean consulted wether
he would not have recomended a man that he would have bean more
shure of controling than he is of Beauben, but this was his only
alternitive when he found the selection was made, to try and gane this
litle favor with Beauben, he has alredy volentarly offered his services
in the way of advisor and director, and at the same time he has said
48. Lawrence L. WaldO was a pr:Clminent American trader in New M.exico. He
was killed in the uprising at Mora, 'New Mexico, in 1847. Twitchell dedicated The
Military Occupation of the TerritorY'~f New Me"ico •.• to him.
49. J. W. Leal 7, district attorney, was killed in the Taos Rebellion. Twitchell,
Leading Facts • • • , 2 :234.
50. Ceran St. Vrain, partner of Charles and William Bent, and well-known figure
in the Southwest. He is mentioned in the standard histories of the region. A detailed
account can he found in the Dictionary Of American Biography. Sketch and hibliography
in Webb, Adventures • • • , p, 61.
51. Probably Marcus Whitman, the pioneer builder of Oregon Territory.
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he would expound the laws to him, as thare was no other jurist in
demarcation 51a and probible but fue [few] eaqual in the department.
Beauben & myself have written to the Govenor requesting him
to permit Beauben to resigne, I hope if a good opportunity offers you
will use your influence also, as it will be a great injury to him to hold
the appointment, it will prevent him from attending to his-bussiness,
and he has a greadeal of it outstanding.
I think I told you in my lastthat the band of robers on the other
side of the Mountain ware entirely broken up and dispersed St Vrain
& George Bent I understand gave them some advise, to be followed
by actes. in case the first was not attended to,
We have had a dull Christmas he are, I believe the Priest was t~
only merry person in town to day, he was quite loving at Beaubens
store to day, to great big he Canadien who nothing would doe but he
must kiss, and a good many more such tricks, I think he is more
sinsearly devoted to Baccus than any of the other Godes. You will give
a Merry Christmas to all friendes.
And wright me all the nuse.
Youres Respectfully
Chas Bent
Taos January 7th 1843
Mr M Alvarase
Sir

I send you some nuse papers from the U States which my brother
brought in a fue days since, I expect to visit Santafe in the corse of
next week at which time I will give you all the nuse I have altho thare
is nothing verry important except what you will find in theas papers.
You will se that thare is a prospect of war. You may let the big man
have the pickune 52 if you pleas it may be gratifing to him to se what
is said of him excuse this short letter as Mr Horrin [Jorrin?] is in
a hurry.
Youres Respectfully
Chas Bent
Taos February 15th 1843
Mr Alvarase
Sir
I send you by Mr T. Roland a Sword for Capt Antonio Sena,53
you will pleas hand it to him if it sutes him it is the best I have the
price is $22.00.
61a. The word demarcation probably means the judicial district.
62. This may be a reference to the New Orleans newspaper Picayune.
68. Antonio Sena: Prefect of the First District at Santa Fe, accompanied Governor Manuel Armijo on the flight to Mexico in 1846. Armijo, Report. Chihuahua, September 8, 1846. NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 26 :77.
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My sute will comence tomorrow at the Rancho. L Robadaux 54 I
am told is his Montanos, Atorny. Beauben will not be able to go to
Santafe untill next week. I have nothing nue he are 1 presume you have
receaved your letters sent from the fort by our express, Beauben
forwarded them on Sunday morning. our people are making a greate
many Robes.
Youres Respectfully
C Bent
I

,Se vous prie davoir la bonte de dire Ii Mr. Miranda 55 que je ne
crois pas pouvoir aller Ii Sta fee au temps marque par Mr. Bent, mais
ce sera Ie plus Tot possible en attendant, recevez vous et lui les saluts
de votre a~e
Charles Beaubien

A:

[I pray you have the kindness to tell Mr. Miranda that I don't
believe 1 shall be able to go to Santa Fe at the time set by Mr. Bent,
but it will be as soon as possible[,] while waiting Receive for yourself
and for him the salutations of your soul.]56
,\,

•
Rio Ariba February 28th 1843

Mr Alvarase
Sir
1 have paid the mone 1 was centenced to pay. 1 found that If I
did not doe so, 1 should get into more dificulty, the thing was prepaired
1 am satisfyed. from Taos 1 will give you farther notice on this subject.
1 have let Ramerize' have my Riding mule which he is to deliver)
to you, you will ceape ~er for youre untill 1 se you 1 have drawn on
you for $100 Dollars. ~ \could have paid him heare but to secure the
delivery of the mule 1 have drawn on you. When Lee reached heare
1 found myself with $1800 mony sent from Taos' and Santafe.

Youres Respectfully
C Bent
Taos Nov 12th 1844
Mr M Alvaras
Sir
1 received a letter from George Bent dated the 5th ins he was then
at the foot of the mountain at the crossing of las Animas with our
54. Louis Robidoux moved to California in 1844 after many years residence in
New Mexico. Hill in Colorado Magazine, 7 :126. See note 4l.
55. No doubt Guadalupe Miranda, secretary of the Department of New Mexico.
Alvarez, Papers, passim, and see standard histories.
'
56. Translation by Professor Hubert G. Alexander, Chairman, Department, of
Philosophy, University of New Mexico.
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Ryalle. 57

Waggons I think heIs by this time on the
I have sent him
provisions and fresh Oxen. I did not go myself as I was quite unwell
at the time. he had eight Waggons but intended to leave two or three
before he got to the mora.
You had better not mention that you have heard from the waggons
for feare that an escort might be sent out before he leaves theas waggons. 58 You will pleas tell Mr Owins 5 9 I have not suxceaded as yet
in getting his mules. I am offered one verry good riding mule about
the sise of, your one at $75: but I have hopes of getting a larger one
for less money, the other mules I will be able to get in a fue days,
which I shall take condittionally. If he is not allredy suplyed when
they reach Santafe. We have no nuse heare, except that the Priest has
bean to visit Beauben, and has told him he was deceived when he made
representations against youre donation and Beaubeans, and it was
only nessary for him to give a declaration to that effect, to have the
order of suspension resindid.
Y oures Respectfully
C Bent
PSI have written to Eugen 60 to get Juan Vigil, to send an order
heare for Montano, to be called to Santafe, for the purpos of, having
his trial. I am informed he is prepairing to leave, and it is absolutely
nessary, that this sute should comence. You will pleas attend to
this for me if Eugen dare not the barrer will wate for the order.

CB

(To be continued)

67. The Rayado? A southern branch of the Cimarron creek which the trail from
Bent's fort crossed enroute to Santa Fe.
58. The Mexican government sometimes sent a military escort to meet an
incoming Santa Fe caravan in order to prevent smuggling.
69. Probably Samuel Combs Owens, merchant of Independence, Missouri. For
sketch 'and bibliography see Webb, Adventures • . . , p. 42 note. See also W. M. Boggs,
Manuscript, edited by Leroy Hafen, The Colorado Magazine, 7 :67 (March, 1930) for
Owens' negotiation with the custom officials.
60. Eugene Leitensdorfer: For brief sketch and bibliography see Webb, Adventures ••• , p, 41 'note. "Mr. E. Leitensdorfer arid party from the United States arrived
here the 17th inst., and left here yesterday morning for the Spanish country. They
report having left Mr. S. C. Owings, of Independence. Mo., and party, with twelve
wagons, and Wethered, Gentry and others, with their wagons, at the crossing of the
Arkansas, on the Santa Fe trail, on their way to Santa Fe and Chihuahua, the 13th
Inst;" "Letters and Notes . . . ." The Colorado Magazine, 11 :226 (Novemher, 1934).
See note 78.

Book Reviews
Pajarito Plateau and Its Ancient People. By Edgar L.
Hewett. Revised by Bertha P. Dutton, with the section,
"The Cave Pictographs of the Rito de los Frijoles," by
Kenneth M. Chapman. Albuquerque, New Mexico: The
University of New Mexico Press and The School of American Research, 1953. Pp. xii, 174; 15 plates, 84 figures in
the text. $4.50.
Pajarito Plateau and Its Ancient People is one of a series
of handbooks covering, primarily for the layman, the anthropology of those areas of New Mexico where Dr. Hewett and
his students have worked.
Following a preface, the book is divided into four parts of
unequal size and value. Each part is further subdivided into
numbered sections or chapters. The preface is designed to
orient the reader to archeology in general, as Hewett envisioned it, and to the archeology of the Pajarito Plateau, in
particular. It outlines the background which led Hewett to his
pioneer explorations of the area and describes the still earlier
work of Adolph F. Bandelier and Charles F. Lummis.
Part One is entitled, "History in Storage." In Chapter I,
"The Friendly Soil," Hewett describes the process of destruction of a village, a process that carries with it the seeds of
preservation. As a village falls into ruin it is covered by its
own debris and by natural processes of aggradation, and is
thus preserved for the archeologist. That material left for
salvage has the advantage of being inherently unbiased by
the frailties of human historians. But Hewett does not point
out that in the selective preservation of the earth inheres
another bias limiting the archeologist primarily to the imperishable fraction of culture, not to mention the bias of the
archeologist who uncovers it.
In Chapter II, "The Lore of the Living," Hewett discusses
the archeology buried in what he terms "the racial mind"that is, the combined verbal histories which pass into legend
and then into myth. Recognizing the quality of the human
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mind, he does not propose that this body of folklore be un-.
critically accepted or literally interpreted. He does suggest
that much can be gained by research in this field. This is an
old-fashioned idea which, it is interesting to note, is gaining'
currency again after an abatement of a generation. .,
Part Two;'"Mesas, Canyons, and Ruins," deals with the
environmental background of the Pajarito Plateau and its
influence on.the' peoples who settled there. Geology, physiography, climate, flora, and fauna are all covered in relation to
man's use of the area. In Chapter III, "Grouping of the Ancient Population," Dr. Dutton's inclusion of modern archeological systematics, tree-ring dates, and pottery terminology
in her revision has considerably increased the value of this
section for the archeologist as well as for the layman. The
archeological survey of the Plateau from the Tewa ruins of
the north to those of the Keres at the south serves as a useful
summary of the kinds and numbers of ruins of the region and
for the pottery associated with most of them. This part is one
of the most successful of the book. The writing is clear and
lucid, and the ideas of interaction of man and his environment are admirably stated.
"Pick, Trowel, and Spade," Part Three of the book, opens
with a general discussion of terminology and classification of
types of house structure as used in the present work. There
follows a useful discussion of the architectural features common' in the ruins of the Pajarito Plateau. The remainder'
deals with excavations carried on there by, or under the
direction of, Hewett. The first of these (Chapter II) is a description of the Puye area and excavation of parts of this
"ancient Tewa pueblo." While not technical, it gives a good
idea of the general nature of the architecture and the archeology. Pottery is also given, although in insufficient detail
to be used in specific cultural comparisons. (This is not the
purpose of the book, but since this remains the only generally
available modern information bn the site, it would have been
useful to the professional to have such data included, perhaps
in an appendix.)
Excavations in El Rito de los Frijoles, in Keresan terri-
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tory, are next described. While not so detailed as those of
Puye, there is conveyed a good idea of the nature of the area
and its ruins. Reference to Fig. 27 (p. 96), regarding the
roofing of the two-story structure in the great ceremonial
.cave is not clear. Some minor research discloses that the
actual reference is to a figure (No. 118) in an article, "Excavations at El Rito de los Frijoles," published in The American
Anihropoloqist, Vol. 1l,No. 4,1909, from which this section
is taken with only minor revisions. There is a brief summary
statement on the pottery found in the various 'sites of the
Rito.
Minor excavations at Otowi, Sankewi'i, and Tsirege comprise the concluding chapter of Part Three. Most of the excavation in these sites was in the cemeteries and other burial
areas, producing a good general picture of the burial customs
of the late prehistoric Pueblo inhabitants (late Pueblo III
and Pueblo IV) and early historic peoples (Pueblo V). The
excavations at Sankewi'i and 'I'sirege also provide information about the transition from small pueblos with Chacoculture-derived black-on-white wares to the' later large
pueblos with glaze-decorated and other kinds of pottery.
Part Four is entitled, "The Continuity of Pajaritan Culture." Chapter I discusses the relationships of the prehistoric
peoples to the modern Tewa and Keres who claim the area
today. Traditions, architecture, pottery, and physical type
are all brought to bear on the problem, to the conclusion that
the prehistoric peoples are only partly ancestral to the modern ones.
"The Book of Their Arts," Chapter II, is subdivided .into
three sections. Section A briefly summarizes some of the raw
materials furnished by the Pajaritan environment and the
uses to which these were put.
Section B deals first with a non-technical discussion of
Pajaritan pottery, together with a discussion of the symbolism used in its decoration. Then it passes to a consideration
of religious and ceremonial observances and beliefs of the
living Pueblos around the fringe of the whole Jemez Plateau
(of which the Pajarito Plateau is the eastern side), concen-
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trating, however, on the Tewa, This section is considered by
Hewett as the "Imperishable Record"(p. 129). Here an attempt is made to linkthe present to the past in spirit if not
in actuality. The development of modern Pueblo painting is
linked to the study of Pueblo religious life carried on by
Hewett and his associates.
Section C, labeled, "The Imperishable Record" (p. 136),
presents first a brief background to the pictographs 'of the
general region and then passes on to a chapter on the cave
pictographs of the Rito de los Frijoles, written by Kenneth
M. Chapman. This is a good discussion of variation in presentation of figures for various purposes and at different
time levels.
'I
Chapter III, "The Contemporary Pajaritans," tells of
the development of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and
of the city that has grown amid the ruined towns of the prehistoric Pajaritans. This is a wholly new chapter written by
Dr. Dutton.
An appendix on the preservation of American Antiquities
makes the text of the "Lacey Act," or "Antiquities Act," for
which Dr. Hewett is largely responsible, easily available to
layman and professional alike, thus serving a useful function. The New Mexico statutes covering/the preservation of
the scientific resources of New Mexico are also mentioned.
Mechanically, the book is good. Binding, layout.iand
typography are very good. The use of coated paper throughout has facilitated placement of figures and plates near to the
text to which they pertain. A list of figures and plates would
have been useful. While there is no bibliography, as such, the
well made index carries much bibliographic information.
Pajarito Plateau and Its Ancient People was written for
the interested layman and amateur, but its interest is wider
than this, because it remains the only available over-all coverage of the area for the professional. Much of the writing is
in a dreamy, philosophical mood, but even here there are
sharp insights into the nature of culture and of the data
usable in studying its manifestations. Other sections of the
book are clear and lucid presentations of archeological find-
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ings. The fact that large sections of this book were taken,
with very little revision, from reports published by Hewett
in the first decade of the present century largely explains the
philosophic rather than scientific outlook of much of the
book. The archeology of that day was not that of the modern
technical specialist.
Dr. Dutton's revising hand has been deft. She has ·left
much of the atmosphere and the philosophy of Dr. Hewett;
but by careful excision, she has relieved the book of many
of the more questionable interpretations of the earlier edition.
Her skillful introduction of modern terminology and ideas
has made it a better book for both interested layman and
amateur, and an adequate book for the professional,
JOE BEN WHEAT

Curator of Anthropology
University of Colorado Museum

Apache Vengeance: The True Story of the Apache Kid. By
Jess G. Hayes. Albuquerque: 'University of New Mexico
Press. 1954. Pp. xx, 185. $3.50.
Mr. Jess Hayes was born in Globe, Arizona, and has lived
in the Apache country all his life. He knows the Apaches and
their country at first hand, and he has also taken the opportunity to become well acquainted with the survivors of the early
days, both Indians and whites. That section of his book given
to acknowledgments explains well his sources of information
arid the extent of his research. It is obvious that he has made
a "grass roots" approach.
The story of the Apache Kid begins at Bowie Station,
Arizona, on September 8, 1886, the day the irreconcilable
Chiricahua Apaches were being banished from their wild
homeland to military incarceration at Fort Marion, Florida.
General Nelson A. Miles, the instrument of the United States
Government at the moment, tookthis decisive step as a solution to the chronic outbreaks of these desperate Indians, and
sped them away to exile while the Fourth Cavalry Band
brought to a climax the spirit of the occasion with th~ tune
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of "Auld Lang Syne." The Apache Kid, then in military service as a sergeant of Indian scouts at the San Carlos Apache
Reservation, watched this dramatic exit of the West's "worst"
Indians" and immediately afterward, accompanied by his
superior, the famous Al Sieber, chief of scouts at San Carlos,
rode back to his duties at the explosive agency. The administration of Apache affairs was unusually successful at San
Carlos until May; 1888, when Sieber during an absence from
the agency left the Kid in charge of the Indian scouts. Forgetting their usual decorum, the Kid and his subordinates
engaged in a drunken orgy, which disgraceful conduct led
soon afterward to a surprise arrest of .the several offenders.
Unfortunately, ina sharp melee at the time of arrest someone
shot Sieber in the ankle, and with ill-advised rashness the
chief of scouts charged the Kid with the crime. This questionable act apparently caused the sensitive Indian to turn at
once from a proud scout to a desperate Apache renegade.
The resultant trial in the Federal District Court at Globe,
in Juneuculminated in a sentence of ten years in the Ohio state
prison, but a habeas corpus proceeding challenged the juris- .
diction of the court and sent the Kid back to Arizona in late
May, 1889, a free man. However, in October, again he was arrested, this time by the territorial sheriff, Glenn Reynolds,
and indicted in the territorial court at Globe for assault to
commit murder, And again he was found guilty and sentenced
on October 30 for a term of seven years at the Yuma territorial prison. Sheriff Reynolds started for the prison with the
Kid and other Apache prisoners on November 1. Some forty
miles south of Globe, at Riverside, in a desperate fight the
prisoners killed Reynolds and his deputy, W. A. Holmes, and
escaped into some of the most rugged country in the Southwest. An all-out manhunt followed, and in May, 1890, four of
the escapees were run down 'and wiped out, but not without
the assistance ofa former Indian scout "pressured" into assisting the white authorities. To the chagrin of these officials
the Apache Kid was not one of the victims. A few months later
one of the .remaining fugitives was killed, another sent to the
Yuma prison, and a third one liberated because of his use as a
material witness. But again the Apache Kid still continued to
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elude the tentacles of the white. man's' law. In fact, no one
knows for certain what finally became of the Apache Kid. He
probably spent the rest of his life in the wilds of Mexico; it is
possible that he was killed near the border in May, 1890, by a
contingent of the Mexican Rurales. iQuien sabe? But we do
know for certain that the Kid's true name, Haskay-bay-nayntayl, means in Apache, "he is brave-he is tall-he will come
to a mysterious end." Was any person ever more correctly
named?
Mr. Hayes' book is an intensely interesting piece of work,
and in addition to the story of the Apache Kid, a vast amount
of valuable information about the Indian and mining frontier
of Arizona is set forth; Over and over again all the cruelty,
rapaciousness, misunderstanding, disingenuousness and revenge engendered where the red and white races met on the
frontier stand out in his pages a stark reality. Moreover, Mr.
Hayes has done a meticulous job of research and writing, and
keen zest has been added to the story by his several illuminating appendices. An index, however, would have added a great
deal to the value of this splendid volume.
R. H. OGLE
Phoenix Union High School and
Phoenix College

The Authentic Life of Billy, The Kid. By Pat F. Garrett. In. troduction by J. C. Dykes. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954. Pp. xxviii, 156. (The Western Frontier
Library) $2.00.
The story of the New Mexican bad boy, Billy the Kid, still
carries on as an interesting titbit of. frontier times in the
Southwest. Considered as an historical character, the importance of the Kid has been grossly exaggerated. But as a person for providing vicarious experience, he is as durable as
Jesse James. This is testified to by the variety of literary
treatment accorded him, and by the frequency of the reprinting of Pat Garrett's biography of the Kid.
)
This is the fourth reprint according to J. C. Dykes, who
has .added to its value with a lengthy introduction. A brief
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sketch of Garrett's life, a critical essay on his book, and a
"printing history" of it, constitute the introduction. A picture
from the original publication, reproduced. opposite p. 29, is
still a delightful illustration of historical fiction.

F.D.R.
The Basket Weavers of Arizona. By Bert Robinson. Pp. 164,
illus. Albuquerque: The University of New' Mexico Press,
1954. $7.50.
This book is the product of a deep appreciation of a native
Indian craft which the author,as Superintendent of the Pima
Indian Agency, did much to encourage during his thirty years
of service. He praised. the workers, purchased their wares,
suggested adaptations of old shapes and designs for modern
sale, and improved their marketing outlets. Keenlyaware of
the patience, skill, and artistry which even the simplest basket
represents, Mr. Robinson has written this book for the general public to advance their understanding of the Indians and
their craft.
The basket-making tribes of Arizona today are the Pima,
Papago, Apache, Yavapai, Walapai, Havasupai, Chemehuevi
and Hopi. Each group is treated separately, with an explanatory sketch of their geographic setting, history, and cultural
habits, before their basketry is introduced to the reader. Then
in non-technical terms the author describes all aspects of the
craft: the gathering and processing of the materials, the
methods of construction, the varieties of shapes and designs,
and their ultimate uses. The author carefully distinguishes
between styles which are older or aboriginal and those now
made for public sale: Photographs illustrate various steps in
the processes, the characteristic basket styles, and the more
famous Arizona basket-makers.
The book should attract the audience to which it is addressed. Unfortunately it is priced too high for the average,
casually-interested, Southwestern tourist. <Better editorial
judgment could have produced a more attractive book in a less
expensive format. A redundancy of photographs, many colored, and pointless typographical tricks have added to pro-
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duction cost but not proportionately-toelucidation of the
basketry techniques. One can but wish success:to the: book in
spite of this because of the sincere intent of the author and
his wife, who served as his amanuensis.
A. H. GAYTON
University of California

The First Century of Baptists in New Mexico '1849-1950. By
DavidH. Stratton. Albuquerque: The Woman's Missionary Union of New Mexico, 1954. Pp. vii, 12l.
This publication, based on a master's thesis of the..University of Colorado, is an informative and useful contribution to
the historical literature of the Southwest. It will serve for a
long time as a reference book for Baptist history in New Mexico until a more definitive study can be made based on sources
not available to the author. The bibliography is good otherwise, although the diary of Bloom, "The Rev. Hiram Walter
Read, Baptist Missionary to New Mexico," in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW was overlooked.
,
The author has written his story with attention to the best
canons of historical scholarship and has related it to the national church history without losing sight of or failing to concentrate on his prime objective as indicated in the title,
An appendix includes statistical tables and a map.relating
to the growth of the church in membership, housing, and location of congregations.
'
The editor should have eliminated a few comma faults.
The story of the Baptist Church in New Mexico reveals
the difficulties of missionary work on the frontier, the problems that arise from a three-way cultural heritage of the
people, and the intra-church conflict stemming from the preCivil War period.
F.D.R.

